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Dear Mr. President:
We are pleased to present to you this report by the IRS Customer Service Task Force, the result of the intensive review
we commissioned last May.
For the past five years, this Administration has been committed not just to a fairer tax code, including cutting taxes for
middle-class families, but also to fairer tax collection. Our
philosophy is simple: the taxpayers don’t work for us, we
work for them.
We know that the vast majority of IRS employees are decent,
hard-working public servants who want to provide quality
service to the American people. We also know that even a
single instance of unfair treatment of taxpayers is unacceptable — and we will not tolerate it. But most important, we
know that a system that fails to meet taxpayers’ needs simply
must be changed.
This report — the work of the Treasury Department, the
National Performance Review, and 30 front-line IRS employees and managers from across the country — reflects tens of
thousands of hours of work. The Task Force reviewed customer complaints and reports on the IRS, interviewed
experts and employees, and above all, listened to the concerns of the American taxpayer. The IRS has already begun
to implement some of the report’s recommendations: for
example, in November, 1997, it began holding monthly
Problem Solving Days, and in January, 1998, it extended the
hours of telephone service to six days a week, 16 hours a
day.
The report builds upon our actions in recent years to better
serve the taxpayer. In July, 1996, you signed the Taxpayers’
Bill of Rights 2 to give taxpayers more protection in dealing

with the IRS. The massive job of modernizing IRS computer
systems is moving back on track, although there is a long
road ahead. The IRS has become a leader in the use of the
Internet to deliver information and forms to taxpayers. And
in September, TeleFile, the IRS’s telephone filing service, was
one of just two federal programs recognized by the Ford
Foundation and Harvard University’s Kennedy School for
outstanding innovation in government.
However, much more needs to be done. The Task Force
identified more than 200 actions that can help improve how
the IRS serves taxpayers. These actions are based on the
idea that taxpayers deserve customer service from the IRS
that is comparable to the best of the private sector. Customers deserve clearer forms and notices, timely answers to
their questions, accurate resolution of their problems, and
fair and courteous treatment.
We must work together with the Congress to ensure adequate funding of the initiatives necessary to advance these
goals. While some of the actions in this report can be made
within planned budget levels, others will require additional
resources. In addition, these changes can only be made in
partnership with the National Treasury Employees Union,
which represents front-line employees. Bargaining unit
employees served on the Task Force, and their enthusiasm
for the actions gives us confidence that front-line employees
will work with IRS management to create a customerfriendly IRS.
We must have an IRS that is on taxpayers’ side, providing
the help they need. We know we have a long way to go.
But the good news is that the reform of the IRS has begun.
With this report as a compass to help guide the way and
with our new Commissioner Charles Rossotti’s commitment
to serving taxpayers, we can proceed on that important
journey.

Al Gore

Robert E. Rubin

A Message to the Reader:
I wish to extend my personal thanks to the many fine IRS
employees who participated on this task force and contributed to this excellent report. I also want to thank Vice
President Gore and Secretary Rubin for their leadership in
promoting high-quality service at the IRS. Without their
support, this report would not have been possible.
I believe the recommendations outlined in this report will
help us in creating an IRS that provides services that are
consistently as good as those in the private sector. We
will not be able to achieve this transformation overnight,
but we have already begun to do more to meet our customers' needs. For example, on Saturday, November 15,
1997, we held our first national “Problem Solving Day,”
which allowed taxpayers nationwide to come into IRS
offices to get their problems solved. Yet Problem Solving
Day is only the beginning. There is clearly more that we
can and must do.
This report provides a framework for me and the rest of
the organization as we create a new customer service
focus at the IRS. Each chapter title in the report is, in
fact, a customer service goal for the IRS. For example,
Chapter II.a. says “Simplify Forms, Notices and Correspondence.” I wholeheartedly embrace these goals.
They are the foundation from which we can build an IRS
focused on providing the best service to American taxpayers. The task force recommendations in this report
provide a road map which will enable us to make this
vision a reality.

Charles O. Rossotti
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A.1
A.23

with the respect and trust they deserve. Taxpayers can’t

“For the vast majority

understand complex IRS forms, notices and procedures.

of Americans who

IRS phones and toll-free numbers are often busy. Taxpay-

want to do the right

ers who get through frequently get put on hold or trans-

thing, the IRS should

ferred to a person who cannot answer specific questions.
Taxpayers who do not speak English are unlikely to reach

that means treating

an employee who speaks their language. And even the
simplest problems can take far too long to resolve.
On May 20, 1997, Vice President Al Gore and Treasury

the IRS. The IRS Customer Service Task Force consisted of
over 60 front-line IRS employees and managers, Depart-

customers.”

Vice President Gore

ment of Treasury officials, and members of the National
Performance Review. The Task Force interviewed hundreds of people: it listened to complaints, read letters
from taxpayers and met with tax preparers. The Task
Force gathered ideas from others in government and the
private sector, including businesses that excel in customer
service and consultants who help those companies
improve customer service.
The Task Force also looked at IRS pilot programs that
have improved customer service and compliance and
collected ideas from front-line employees. For example,

1

the IRS has run programs with small businesses that were

the people and companies they regulate to solve prob-

on the verge of bankruptcy because of tax troubles. Spe-

lems — results such as cleaner air, fewer injuries and

cial IRS teams moved in to work with these businesses

fewer violations and fines.

and designed plans that allowed them to pay off tax debts
and keep afloat, saving jobs and contributing to the local
economy. In the process the IRS doubled the tax revenues
collected in one area. As a preventive measure, the teams
also set up an intensive taxpayer education program to
teach businesses what the IRS expects them to do and
how to do it.

efforts and found ample evidence that enforcement is not
the only good method of ensuring compliance with the
law. It examined programs that prove that agencies that
treat people like customers and partners can be more
successful in encouraging people to obey
the law, and can then focus enforcement

• Fair, respectful and courteous
treatment
• Minimum contact with the IRS
• Easier, simpler forms and notices

it. For example, until the U.S. Customs

characterize private sector firms. Together these actions
will make the IRS easier to deal with in everything from

resolving a problem.
Highlights of the Actions:

1. Ban Measures That Undermine Fair
Treatment of Taxpayers
• The IRS will immediately ban measures such as using
enforcement activities to rank districts and assigning dollar goals for districts and service centers (MS01 ).
• The IRS will work with the National Treasury Employees
Union to design and test a balanced scorecard to evalu-

importers and the rest of the trade com-

ate the IRS and its employees in 1998. The scorecard will

munity, Customs at the Miami Airport had

rate performance on: (1) customer service, based on cus-

a history of long lines for passengers and

tomer satisfaction surveys; (2) employee satisfaction; and

endless waits for cargo. Customs

(3) business results

passengers or freight before a plane landed. This resulted in an increase in drug
seizures, faster passage through customs

for law-abiding passengers and less waiting time for

2

customer service begins to meet the same standards that

Service began working with airlines,

enabled them to identify high risk

• Quick resolution of problems

taxpayer is treated with fairness and respect and that IRS

1

efforts on those who deliberately violate

designed and implemented a plan that
• Easy access to help

actions which share a clear goal: to ensure that every

finding forms to filing taxes, from getting information to

The Task Force studied other government reinvention

What IRS Customers
Say They Want

The report of the Task Force contains more than 200

(MS02).

• Over the longer term, the IRS will change how it selects,
trains, evaluates, rewards and supports its employees so
they can better serve customers

(HP01.1).

2. Provide Better Telephone Service
• Increase Hours

importers. Similar results were found at the Environmen-

To make service more convenient, the IRS will by January

tal Protection Agency and the Occupational Safety and

1, 1998 expand telephone service to 6 days a week, 16

Health Administration when these agencies joined with

1

Numbers refer to Actions of Reinventing Service in the IRS
accompanying reports (See Appendix for actions grouped by topic
in Sections II and III of this report).

3

hours a day. By January 1, 1999 the IRS will expand tele-

publications and forms

phone service to 7 days a week, 24 hours a day (CI01.2).

phone information system so that people can find out

Currently, callers can get their questions answered by an

when and where they can get help

IRS customer service representative only 5 days a week,
12 hours a day. Expanded phone service will be achieved
by putting more of the current workforce on the phones
during peak calling periods, using a new national
call-routing system to route calls to the next available
customer service representative, and forwarding calls to
employees in other time zones during late night hours.
• Expand Customized Services

nology to provide information that is geared to specific
customers’ needs — such as the tax implications of the
sale of a house, retirement or job change and multilin(CI01.1).

The IRS will also provide nationwide

telephone services for tax preparers

(CI01.6).

3. Make It Easier To Get Answers
• Institute New “Problem Solving Days”
Beginning on November 15, 1997 the IRS instituted
monthly “Problem Solving Days” in every district, during
which employees listen to and resolve taxpayer
problems

(CI07.1).

• Expand Office Hours
Beginning in 1998 the IRS will open district offices
on Saturdays during the busiest weekends of the filing
season

(CI04.2).

• Open More Convenient Locations
Beginning in 1999 the IRS will open additional temporary
community-based locations such as banks, libraries or
shopping malls during peak tax season to distribute
4

It will also expand the tele-

(CI04.3).

• Improve Tracking of Complaints
Using the Taxpayer Advocate’s Problem Resolution Information System (PROMIS), the IRS will track complaints
(FP06.1)

and, if unresolved in a reasonable period of time,

reassign the case to the next higher level of management
(CI07.2).

These changes will go hand in hand with the

strengthened Taxpayer Advocate and Citizen Advocacy
Panels described in II.e.

In 1999 the IRS will begin using new call-routing tech-

gual service

(CI04.1).

• Review Unnecessary Penalties
The Administration will undertake a comprehensive
review of the fairness and effectiveness of all penalties,
report to Congress in 1998 and make recommendations
for legislative changes

(FP04.1).

4. Reduce and Simplify Forms and Notices
• Rewrite Notices
By 1999 the IRS will completely rewrite in plain
language its most frequently used notices, like those for
late payment or mathematical errors. These notices will
be released only after they are tested for clarity and
acceptance by taxpayers who do not have accounting or
tax law backgrounds

(NC01.1).

• Eliminate 30% of All Notices
By the end of 1998 the IRS will eliminate additional
unnecessary notices. This will eliminate more than 45
million pieces of mail — almost one-third of the notices
the IRS has been sending to taxpayers

(NC02.5).

• Simplify Forms and Brochures
During 1999 the IRS will create easy-to-read brochures to
5

provide important information on tax benefits and obliga-

TeleFile — the telephone filing system. Also, the IRS will

tions when and where taxpayers need it, such as at banks

extend the use of TeleFile for business (FP09.2).

or realty companies after the purchase of a home (CM04.2).
By 2000 the IRS will rewrite the basic 1040 instruction
package and test it for clarity on ordinary taxpayers (CM01.2).

5. Strengthen Customized Support For
Small Businesses
• Help Start-Up Businesses
Beginning in 1998 the IRS will team up with other federal
agencies, financial institutions, tax preparers, state and
local authorities and others to provide tax information,
training and consultative services to small start-up busi-

The IRS will increase the number of forms that can be
filed electronically and educate customers about the benefits of electronic filing — fewer hassles, fewer contacts
with the IRS and faster refunds

(FP09.4).

• Paperless Taxes
In 1999 the IRS will work to enable taxpayers to file
paperless returns by eliminating the need for mailing in
W-2s and other forms and for paper signatures (FP09.7).

nesses. These services are designed to make record keep-

7. Introduce New Payment Options

ing, filing and payment requirements as simple and easy

• For the first time, beginning in 1999 taxpayers who file

as possible

(SB01.2).

electronically will be able to pay their taxes with a direct

• Provide Specialized Phone Services
In 1998 the IRS will offer small businesses the opportunity
to use TeleFile, expanding a successful pilot program
nationwide. The IRS will provide small businesses with
24 hour a day phone assistance geared to their needs by
the 1999 tax season

(SB07.1).

• Work With Troubled Small Businesses
The IRS will work with troubled small businesses to
help them comply, stay in business and avoid future tax
problems, expanding on successful pilot programs in California, Maine and elsewhere

(SB05.8).

6. Expand Electronic Filing
• TeleFile
By 1998 the IRS will increase by 3 million, or about 10
percent, the number of taxpayers who are eligible to use

6

• Electronic Filing

withdrawal from their bank accounts. In addition, the IRS
is seeking credit industry partners to test credit cards for
taxpayers who file electronically in 1999

(FP09.8).

These

new options will build upon the successful experience
with about 15 million taxpayers whose refunds are
deposited electronically.

8. Eliminate Unnecessary Filing
• In 1998 the IRS will step up its public efforts to inform
nearly two million older and lower-income taxpayers
who are currently filing federal tax forms that they don’t
need to file, saving them and the IRS time and money
(FP01.1).

9. Upgrade Technology to Improve
Customer Service
• In the long term, the IRS Modernization Blueprint will
improve assistance to customers by making accurate,
7

electronically accessible and up-to-date information

Top management’s recent apology for poor treatment of

available on taxpayer returns and accounts while provid-

taxpayers was both courageous and necessary. This

ing stringent protection of taxpayer privacy

(CI01.7).

In

action, taken with this report, signals the change within

1998, for example, the IRS will pilot a national

the IRS and in the relationship between the IRS and the

call-routing system and provide simpler menus to let

American taxpayer. These changes signal a new era in

taxpayers get information more easily, including a much

which the IRS employees can earn the trust of the taxpay-

more reliable TeleTax system to check on the status of

ers and take greater pride in the changes they’re making

their refunds

(CI01.8).

on their behalf.

10. Improve Customer Service Training

The more than 100,000 employees of the IRS were

• Before the 1998 filing season the IRS will have an inten-

represented on the Task Force by people like Nancy Eik,

sive agency-wide special training program. This program

a customer service representative in a walk-in center in

will initiate the new approach to customer service and

Missoula, Montana. Ms. Eik spends every Saturday during

make specific plans for the 1999 filing season (HP15.1). In

the tax season at the public library helping people fill out

addition, IRS managers, including the Commissioner, will

their tax forms. This is the type of IRS employee service

spend time each year serving customers
.

.

.

.

.

.

(HP18.2).

that will help rebuild the pride, energy and professional-

.

ism of the IRS.

Taken together, these actions promise to introduce a

Task Force members believe that by taking the steps in

new culture of customer service at the IRS. Accountability

this report, IRS employees will be able to provide better

at all levels for customer satisfaction, greater access to

customer service and work to restore the morale of the

telephone and walk-in service, easier-to-understand forms

workforce. For government reinvention to be successful

and notices, expanded electronic filing, improved tech-

— legitimate and lasting — it must come from both the

nology, an effective complaint system — all this will

front-line workers and the customers. This report is based

make it simpler to get questions answered, fill out forms

on that honest feedback from the front lines and the cus-

and pay taxes. This program will provide new support for

tomers of the IRS.

small business, the lifeblood of the American economy

The IRS is the agency of the federal government that most

and the taxpayers who face the greatest hurdles in

Americans must deal with every year. Nothing else in

achieving compliance.

government reaches out and touches so many Americans

These actions will help ensure that the IRS meets Vice

so directly. And no agency has a greater responsibility to

President Gore’s statement that taxpayers have the right

protect its customers and serve our nation’s citizens with

to fair treatment. “The goal is this: to treat them with

fairness, courtesy and respect.

trust, with respect, with accuracy and with fairness. It’s
that simple.”
8
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II.

A New Direction
For Service
What if the Internal Revenue Service thought of taxpayers
as customers? What would a customer-driven IRS look
like? How would the experience of taxpayers change as
they filed their taxes? What can the IRS learn from business, other government agencies and its own employees

“How can people trust
government to do big
things if we can’t do

about serving its customers?
These questions were the starting point of this report.
The IRS Customer Service Task Force was asked to follow
President Clinton’s Executive Order 12862, “Setting Cus-

little things like answer

tomer Service Standards,” which called for a customer

the telephone prompt-

service revolution in government. The members of the

ly and politely?”

Task Force reviewed a decade’s worth of surveys, reports
and other data about what taxpayers want and what they

Vice President Gore

complain about. They looked at the experiences of
different customer segments — for example, individual
taxpayers, small businesses and tax preparers. They
compared IRS performance and practices with some of
America’s best companies and public agencies. They
talked to hundreds of taxpayers and IRS employees to
find ways to dramatically change how information and
services are delivered by the IRS to its customers.
There is no doubt that the IRS can become more responsive to taxpayers and offer customer services that are
equal to the best of government and business. This fall
11

the IRS TeleFile program was honored as one of the top
ten innovations in government for 1997 by the Ford
Foundation and Harvard University’s Kennedy School of
Government. Under this model program, taxpayers using
the 1040EZ tax return can file quickly and easily by telephone. Nearly five million taxpayers filed by telephone
through the TeleFile program in 1997, a 65 percent
increase from the previous year. Customers aren’t charged
anything to use TeleFile — the number is toll free — and
it is also popular with users because they get faster refunds.
Refunds — which can be deposited directly in taxpayer
bank accounts — take an average of three weeks, compared with six to eight weeks for paper returns.

II.a

Simplify Forms,
Notices And
Correspondence
Background: Customer surveys, focus groups and
reports reviewed by the Task Force document taxpayer
complaints about how hard it is to understand tax forms
and IRS notices. Form 1040, the most common tax package (used by 66 million individuals), looks basically the
same as it did 20 years ago — hard to use, too many

TeleFile is one example of the kinds of changes that the

lines and lots of small print. Additionally, even tax profes-

IRS is making to be more responsive to the needs of

sionals list “lack of clear notices” among their top

taxpayers. Despite the success of TeleFile and other mod-

complaints. Considering that the IRS sends out more than

ernization efforts, however, the IRS hasn’t kept pace with

100 million notices every year, this is no small problem.

the improvements in business practices, customer service

Unclear forms and notices also lead to taxpayer mistakes

and related technology that individuals have come to

and account for many telephone inquiries and visits to

expect in the private sector.

IRS walk-in centers, resulting in costs for taxpayers. Along

The Task Force focused on how the IRS deals with
taxpayers, defining more than 200 specific actions to
improve the products and services that the IRS provides.

with increasingly complex tax laws, hard-to-understand
forms and instructions are certainly part of the reason that
50 percent of taxpayers hire a professional to do their taxes.

This section describes many of those actions and how

Although the IRS has begun to rewrite its notices, forms,

they will affect the IRS’s customers.

and publications, the Task Force found that many are still
difficult to understand and use technical language that
would not make sense to the average taxpayer.
Public and private entities are finding that there are
powerful benefits to using plain language that people can
understand. The National Performance Review, which
has promoted the use of plain language across the

12
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government, worked with the Task Force to demonstrate
what is possible. Together they rewrote IRS Notice Number CP-2000, a notice that is sent to nearly one
million taxpayers each year advising them that the IRS is
proposing changes to their tax returns. The current notice
is five pages packed with single-spaced paragraphs writ-

When the Task Force looked at the expe-

Plain Language Pays
• Citibank’s plain English loan form cut
staff training in half.
• A U.S. Navy study showed that plain

ten all in capital letters, with explanations and instructions interspersed. The one-page rewrite has a simple

rience of other government agencies
using plain language, it also learned how
important it is to get ordinary individuals,
rather than just tax professionals, to
review notices. For example, the Department of Veterans Affairs did extensive

writing took Naval officers 17 to 23

testing when it began to rewrite all of its

explanation of the proposed changes, a few explanatory

percent less time to read than material

communications with veterans and their

paragraphs and clear directions for what to do if the tax-

written in a bureaucratic style.

families. One such letter informed veter-

payer agrees or disagrees with the IRS. The redesigned

• Great Britain’s Customs Service

notice also gives a telephone number and the hours during which taxpayers can call if they have questions.

Current Notice Format

ans that the agency was issuing a replacement check for a check that hadn’t been

redesigned its lost baggage form and

cashed. During testing, veterans were

reduced errors from 55 percent to 3

asked what they’d do when they got the

percent.

letter. They all said they’d telephone to

• The Canadian province of Alberta’s

find out when the check would be issued.
An additional sentence saying when to

agriculture department found that their

expect the check headed off needless

rewritten plain language forms saved

telephone calls.

at least 10 minutes per form in staff
time, about $3.5 million total annual

•Use Plain, Clear And Courteous
Language

savings.

Problem: IRS notices, forms and let-

• The Federal Communications

ters are often unclear.
Actions: Notices and Correspon-

Commission eliminated public inquiries

dence: The IRS will work with the Nation-

about the requirements for Ham Radio

al Performance Review’s Plain Language

and Operators when it rewrote the reg-

Team to rewrite the “top 10 worst offend-

ulation in plain English.

ers” by the end of 1997

(NC01.3).

By 1999

the IRS will completely rewrite in plain
language its most frequently used notices,

Revised Notice Format
14
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like those for late payment or mathematical errors. These
notices will only be released after they are tested for clar

Eliminate
45 million
out of
140 million
notices
by 1999

ity and acceptance by taxpayers without accounting or
tax law expertise

(NC01.1).

The IRS should ensure acknowledgment of the communi
cations it receives from taxpayers about problems and
apologize when it makes a mistake

(CM01.4).

To improve

the quality of its correspondence, the IRS should immedi
ately review and carry out all appropriate recommenda
tions contained in a 1990 IRS study of correspondence
— for example, requiring that all non-computer-generat
ed notices and letters contain the signature and tele
phone number of the employee who will be working on
the account

(NC03.1).

It should also standardize the format

and content of written responses, using appropriate com
mercial computer software

(NC03.4).

With a view to more

timely communication with customers, the IRS should
review past records of incoming correspondence to see
which categories could be better handled by making a
telephone call, rather than writing a letter, and make rec
ommended changes

(NC03.2, NC03.3).

Forms: The IRS should redesign its most important forms
and publications, focusing on clarity and ease of use
(CM01.1).

By 2000 the IRS will rewrite the basic 1040

instruction package, testing it for clarity with people who
do not have tax law or accounting backgrounds (CM01.2).

• Eliminate Unnecessary Notices And Contact
With The IRS
Problem: Taxpayers want to keep their contact with
the IRS to a minimum. The IRS has a record of sending
out notices whose costs (both to the taxpayer and to the
16

IRS) are greater than their benefit. Based on a major re-engineering project, the IRS identified more than 50 notices that
could be done away with and has already eliminated 33
notices. In addition, the IRS reviews and processes tax
returns that do not need to be filed. In 1996, for example,
nearly two million senior citizens, students and other low
income taxpayers who didn’t need to file tax returns did so
anyway, either from habit, or from fear of getting in trouble
with the IRS.
Actions: By the end of 1998 the IRS will eliminate additional low-value notices. This will eliminate more than 45
million pieces of mail annually, almost one-third of the total
number of notices the IRS has been sending to taxpayers
(NC02.5).

In 1998 the IRS will step up its efforts to inform the

nearly two million older and lower-income taxpayers who
are currently filing federal tax returns that they don’t need to
do so, saving the taxpayers and the IRS time and money
(FP01.1).

The IRS should study doing away with the requirement to
file Form 4868, Application of Automatic Extension of Time
to File U.S. Individual Income Tax Return, except when a
17

payment is due

(FP02.1).

Barring any statutory impediments,

tax products and information in Spanish and other lan(CM03.1, CM03.2).

During 1999 the IRS

the IRS should also find ways to reduce the number of

guages as needed

notices sent to taxpayers concerning small amounts of

should create easy-to-read brochures to provide impor-

money. As a first step, the IRS should review all relevant

tant information on tax benefits and obligations when

information to determine if the dollar level at which

and where taxpayers need it, such as at banks or realty

notices are issued can be increased

(NC02.9, NC02.10).

companies during the process of purchasing a home
(CM04.2).

•Tailor Communication To Customers
Problem: Taxpayers complain that the publications
and correspondence they receive from the IRS don’t
answer their questions or fit their particular situations. For

The IRS should also ensure prompt distribution of

information about new tax laws and other issues to its
employees

(CM01.3).

• Reinvent How Notices Are Managed

example, when they buy a house, they want easy access

Problem: The Task Force found that when and how

to the relevant tax information. In addition, there is a

notices are issued has an impact on workloads elsewhere

rapidly growing group of taxpayers who do not speak

in the IRS. Most notably they contribute to a surge in tele-

English. They need information about their tax obligations

phone calls at certain times of the year and on certain

in languages they understand.

days of the week. For example, IRS experience indicates

Actions: The IRS should tailor its publications and
products more closely to the needs of its customers
(CM04.1).

It should improve and expand the availability of

that mailing notices between Wednesday and Friday contributes to the significant spike of telephone calls that
clog lines on Mondays and Tuesdays.
Actions: The Task Force identified many ways in

TAX TIPS FOR NEW PARENTS!

So You’re
Starting A
Business

Buying a
New Home

which better management of when and how notices are
issued significantly benefits customers and the IRS. To
distribute the workload and demand on telephone lines
more evenly, the IRS should map the pattern of when and
how notices are issued

(NC02.1) and

phone performance data

(NC02.2).

merge those with tele-

This will enable the IRS

to identify problem areas, adjust the notice issuance pattern from peak to non-peak periods and even out the
notice issuance pattern throughout each tax year. The IRS
will make sure that if a notice includes a telephone number, it will be the telephone number for employees who
Tax Tips for
Education

can answer questions that the notice might generate
(NCO2.3, NCO2.6, NCO2.7, NC02.8).

18

The IRS should integrate these
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changes into its overall network management, call-routing, forecasting and scheduling system

(NC02.4).

The IRS should establish a new full-time position of a
“notices gatekeeper,” who will have the authority and
accountability to manage the entire notice process
(NC02.13).

The responsibilities of the job should include:

• Ensuring adherence to IRS policies regarding the
use, generation, and mailing of corporate notices
(NC02.14);

• Providing a linkage with automated call-routing
capability

customers who, for example, don’t receive refund checks
or notices about errors or penalties. This problem costs
the U.S. Treasury an estimated $100 million annually in
lost revenues attributed to undelivered mail addressed to
business customers alone.
Actions: The Task Force identified several ways to
address the problem of undelivered mail, most of which
can be carried out without changes in the law.
The IRS should track returned and undelivered mail,
review current procedures for handling it, and determine

(NC02.15);

precisely how much this process costs the IRS (NC04.1).

• Providing input into the standard-setting for new
notices

businesses moving every year, this creates problems for

(NC02.16);

Since updating addresses in IRS computer files with information from third parties may require regulatory or leg-

• Determining the appropriate software solution to

islative changes, the IRS should examine the legal issues
involved and propose any necessary changes

appropriate account data

The IRS should use change of address information to for-

(NC01.2);

• Alerting all customer service assistors, walk-in managers and customer advocates about any new,
irregular, or problem notices

(NC02.17);

and

ward mail. Specifically, it should develop procedures for
getting change of address information from taxpayers
over the telephone or from a third-party source such as
the United States Postal Service

• Establishing an improved “early warning system” so

(NC04.3).

The IRS should

explore using the United States Postal Service’s existing

that the IRS can notify tax preparers and others

change of address mechanisms to ensure that mail is for-

promptly when problem notices are generated and

warded to the right addresses

mailed

(NC02.18).

• Forward The Mail
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(NC04.2).

create rewritten notices and merge them with the

(NC04.4).

Utilizing this

method for address changes could save the IRS and the
taxpaying public millions of dollars due to more accurate

Problem: The IRS has not had the authorization to

efficient mailing processes. After developing a system for

use U.S. Postal Service change of address information to

electronically updating addresses in its computer files, the

update its address lists. With 40 million households and

IRS should install and maintain the system (NC04.5).
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II.b

Provide Better
Telephone
Service

answered in ten seconds, receive a busy signal less than
one percent of the time, and have their question answered
or problem solved with a single phone call 85 percent of
the time.
In the public sector, the Social Security Administration
has shown what can be done with a concerted, broad
and sustained effort to improve telephone service —

Background: The IRS runs the nation’s most

establishing an 800-number service that, according to an

heavily used 800-number operation, larger than private

independent customer survey by Dalbar, Inc., is bigger

industry’s two largest call centers, United Airlines and the

and better than such top-ranked private operations as

General Electric Answer Center. As of September 1997,

L.L. Bean, Disney, Xerox and Southwest Airlines. Even after

an estimated 103 million callers had reached the IRS by

receiving this top rating, Social Security continued to

phone, up from 90.3 million in 1996 and 100.9 million

improve service and reduce the time required to reach a

the previous fiscal year.

customer service representative — shifting staff to its call

In the ten-month period ending in August 1997, twothirds of the people who called the IRS eventually got
through. But many of those people had to make multiple
calls to the IRS — either because they couldn’t get

centers during peak periods, converting data centers to
handle overflow calls on the busiest days, and setting up
an easy-to-use 24 hour automated system to answer the
most frequently asked questions.

through the first time, got put on hold, or gave up for

The Task Force found that best-practice companies and

some other reason. The IRS estimates that 162 million

public agencies tap the knowledge of front-line represen-

calls (as opposed to callers) got a busy signal in 1996.

tatives for ideas because, according to Tony Nicely, the

After consistent complaints about the accuracy of
answers that taxpayers receive to their inquiries, the IRS
made an aggressive effort to improve the accuracy of
answers provided by customer service representatives.
The General Accounting Office reported that the IRS had
raised the accuracy of answers from 63 percent in 1993
to 89 percent in 1996 and, according to the IRS, to 95
percent in 1997.
Taxpayer expectations of telephone service are based on

Chief Executive Officer of GEICO, “The front-line worker
who answers 25,000 calls a year knows more about
the customer and the operation than anyone.”2 These
companies also use many strategies to improve telephone
service, including reducing the customers’ need to call
for information. For example, utilities facing a power
outage automatically send faxes to radio stations and
other media outlets to get urgent information out to
affected customers, giving them the information they
need and cutting the number of telephone inquiries.

private industry standards: customers have their calls
2
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Tony Nicely, CEO, GEICO at an IRS Customer Service Task
Force presentation.
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Some of the actions that the Task Force calls for else-

• Support Service With Modern Technology

where in this report — such as writing notices in plain

Problem: With the current automated telephone

language and providing better computer support to front-

menu, many callers hang up before getting to the

line employees — will contribute to substantially

services offered on the menu. Callers are also often frus-

improved telephone services. The actions below focus

trated because they cannot get accurate answers

on the telephone system itself.

to their questions.

• Provide Telephone Services 24 Hours A Day,
Seven Days A Week
Problem: IRS customer surveys, General Accounting
Office reports, and other data that the Task Force reviewed
are clear — taxpayers want better phone service. They
want it available when it is convenient for them, including weekend and evening hours. Customers want to be
able to get through and don’t want to get busy signals or
be put on hold. They want an easy-to-use telephone menu
and to be able to reach an IRS representative. They want accurate answers

Actions: Over the long term, the IRS Modernization
Blueprint (see p. 27) will improve assistance to customers
by making accurate, electronically accessible, and up-tothe-minute information on taxpayer returns and accounts
available to authorized employees

(CI01.7).

These techno-

logical improvements will help employees resolve taxpayer problems in a single telephone call while protecting
taxpayer privacy with stringent security systems. In 1999
the IRS will take steps to make the TeleTax refund information system more reliable to help more taxpayers
check on the status of their refunds over the phone (CI01.8).

Telephone Service

to and fast resolution of problems.

• 1997

Actions: By January 1, 1998 the

hang up when they use the automated menu and recom-

IRS will expand telephone service to

mend ways to fix this problem

12 hours a day / 5 days a week
• 1998
16 hours a day / 6 days a week
• 1999
24 hours a day / 7 days a week

The IRS should also complete a study of why people

6 days a week, 16 hours a day. By January 1, 1999 the IRS will expand telephone services to 7 days a week, 24
hours a day

(CI01.2).

In addition, the IRS

will use multiple strategies to reduce
demand on the telephone lines, such
as educating customers on when to
expect refunds

(CI01.4).

(CI02.1).

• Customize More Services To Meet
Taxpayer Needs
Problem: Taxpayers with questions often have trouble reaching a representative who has the information
they need, speaks their language, or has specialized
expertise such as that needed by tax preparers.
Actions: The IRS should provide more customized
services that respond to the needs of tax practitioners,
small businesses, those who don’t speak English, and
other customer segments with particular needs. As part of

24
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Modernization Blueprint
the IRS Modernization Blueprint, in 1998 the IRS will

On May 15, 1997, the Department of the Treasury and

begin using new call-routing technology to gear service

the IRS published a plan to dramatically modernize the

to specific customer needs — such as the sale of a house,

information technology systems of the IRS. The Blueprint

a job change or retirement

clearly gives priority to implementing those aspects of the

(CI01.1) —

as well as providing

simpler telephone menus to let customers access informa-

plan that will have direct benefits for taxpayers. When

tion more easily.

fully created, the Modernization Blueprint will:

The IRS should also provide nationwide telephone
services for tax preparers through special phone gates

• Create a “data engine” to give the IRS capabilities comparable to customer-

(CI01.6),

oriented, private sector financial service companies;

and continue to provide specialized assistance to

large corporations in its service centers

(CI03.13).

The IRS

• Let taxpayers reach the IRS via the Internet and telephone to facilitate filing

should conduct a study to determine if having only one

and resolve taxpayer account issues;

toll-free telephone number is sufficient to meet customer

• Give taxpayers user-friendly, computerized taxpayer assistance;

needs

• Let taxpayers work with authorized customer service representatives who

(CI03.12).

have on-line access to current, complete and accurate information; and
To further improve the quality of phone service, the IRS
should allow employees with multilingual skills to assist
customers in Spanish and other languages

(HP14.1).

• Provide stringent systems and data security to protect taxpayer privacy.

Also,

IRS notices should advise taxpayers the best time of day
to call to discuss their particular type of question. In turn,
the IRS should use its data systems to let employees
answering the telephones know when to expect these
kinds of calls so that they are prepared to help (CI01.3).

To carry out the Modernization Blueprint, the IRS is
joining with the private sector to develop technologies
that meet the best practices of industry and are in full
compliance with applicable federal laws, rules and
regulations. The customer service component of the Blueprint is scheduled to begin on October 1, 1998,
with the competitive award of a Prime Systems Integration Services Contract to a team of technology companies.
The U.S. Congress has concluded that the “... IRS has
made significant progress in putting together a workable
modernization program” and, to support the modernization of its information technology, has appropriated $325
million in fiscal year 1998 to fund the Modernization
Blueprint.
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II.c

Provide Better
Face-To-Face
Service
Background: “The biggest complaint I hear from
taxpayers is ‘There’s no place to get forms and no one to

from Minot (110 miles) after they had called the toll-free
number, had been on the phone for an hour, and still
were confused as to what action to take and didn’t feel
that their problem was resolved. Within 5 minutes of visiting me, they had the resolution to their problem,”
reports Joan Ostby, an IRS employee who works in the
Bismarck, North Dakota
IRS office.

talk to face-to-face when you have a problem.’ We have

Since 1995 budget constraints have forced the IRS to

no taxpayer service and no forms in this building,” says

close 127 walk-in centers; only 267 of the remaining 422

revenue officer James Watkins of the Dallas, Texas District

centers offer a full range of services, including access to

Office, adding that taxpayers seeking forms and services

forms and taxpayer and collection assistance. Further-

must drive 15 miles and contend with downtown traffic

more, only half of the centers are open seven hours a day

and parking problems in order to get the help and forms

and none are open after 5 p.m. or on Saturdays, even

that they need.

during the tax season. When the IRS cut back on the

Focus group interviews conducted by the IRS between
1993-1997 confirm this complaint. Many of those interviewed said that they liked walk-in services as a way to
find forms, get answers to complex questions, and resolve
issues concerning their tax accounts — especially during
the tax filing season. Customers complained that, because
telephone service has been difficult to access and

number of walk-in offices in an effort to cut costs and
improve efficiency, and as a result customers couldn’t get
forms and personal help where they had previously, the
negative reaction was strong. And demand for face-to-face
services is growing; in 1997 the IRS served 9 million
walk-in customers, a 50 percent increase over 1996, even
though there were fewer walk-in offices.

because they aren’t yet accustomed to doing business

In searching for cost-effective ways to provide more face-

over the Internet, office closures and inconvenient hours

to-face service and better access to forms, the Task Force

and office locations make it difficult to deal with the IRS.

found that many public agencies are working with each

Because telephone and Internet services are preferred by
so many customers, the IRS is working aggressively to
improve the quality of those products and services. However, face-to-face help is likely to remain an important
part of IRS customer service. Elderly taxpayers in particular prefer face-to-face assistance. But the elderly aren’t
28

alone. “Last week a younger couple drove to Bismarck

other and with private groups to offer one-stop services
that are more convenient for the public and more costeffective for the agencies concerned. For example, the
National Park Service and the Forest Service teamed up
with REI, a major Seattle-based sporting goods retailer,
and established a booth in REI’s flagship store where
29

rangers provide information on park openings, river and

office, the IRS should create a plan for effective alter-

trail conditions and more. Rangers reach more than twice

natives to serve those customers

as many outdoor enthusiasts this way. The booth is also

walk-in services must close, the district should con-

more convenient for customers and open for longer hours

duct a public media campaign to inform the public of

and on weekends, and the government has saved money

the closure and where to seek help in the future (CI05.2).

on office costs.

If an office with

• Make Forms More Available

In Minnesota, after state tax authorities converted a drive-

Problem: Customers often complain that they

in fast food stand to an outlet for tax forms, the IRS joined

have a hard time finding the forms they need when

in the operation. Today drive-through taxpayers do one-

they need them.

stop shopping at what’s known as the “great Minnesota
tax shelter.”

Actions: The IRS should make forms more available to those customers who do not use the Internet,

• Expand Walk-In Services

and publicize the location of forms to taxpayers

(CM02.3).

Problem: Walk-in offices are often closed when

Beginning in 1999 the IRS will open additional tempo-

taxpayers need them most — for example, on weekends

rary community-based locations during the peak sea-

during the filing season — and many do not provide key

son to make publications and forms available in banks,

services.

libraries, shopping malls and other locations (CI04.1).

Actions: Beginning in 1998 the IRS will open
district offices on Saturdays during the busiest weekends
of the filing season

(CI04.2).

It should also offer a more

The IRS should work with state and local tax agencies
to establish one-stop “tax stores,” locations where
forms and other tax services can be provided (CI04.4).

comprehensive range of services in walk-in offices so

The IRS has developed new ways to distribute tax

they are more responsive to customer needs — including

forms and publications electronically through CD-

employees with the training and ability to solve prob-

ROM technology, fax-on-demand and personal com-

lems, better equipment, a full stock of forms on CD-

puters, and should expand the use of CD-ROMs to

ROMS and other material to serve customers. The IRS

ensure that forms and publications are available in all

should also expand the telephone information system so

walk-in offices. It should also make available master

that people can find out when and where they can get

versions of basic 1040 forms and tax tables in copy

face-to-face help

(CI04.3).

And it should study the feasibility

of extending audit appointments to include evenings and
weekends for the convenience of the customer

(CI06.13).

Because the IRS believes that some customer segments
still rely on walk-in services, before closing a walk-in
30

(CI05.1).

stores and other locations where they can be photocopied

(CM02.2).

The IRS should also make expanded

use of the Internet to meet taxpayer needs, supplementing current forms and publications with updated
tax information

(CM02.1).
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II.d

Help Small
Businesses

convenient tax and other services for small businesses.
Similar centers have been established in Indiana, Minnesota,
Mississippi and other states. The Kansas City Service Center established a Federal Tax Deposit Penalty Help Line to
help business customers make deposits correctly.
Many of the actions that the Task Force has called for in
other parts of the report will benefit small businesses

Background: Small businesses are both the

directly and indirectly. The following actions are intended

fastest growing part of the national economy and a criti-

to benefit them specifically, but apply to the self-

cal player in the nation’s tax system. They pay billions of

employed and larger businesses as well.

dollars in taxes and file 99 percent of all business tax
returns. Collectively, small business is the nation’s largest
private employer, accounting for 53 percent of private
sector jobs. Small businesses are also the backbone of the
wage reporting and withholding system that assists federal,
state and local authorities in collecting taxes. Based on
these numbers, it is not surprising that small businesses

Problem: Many small businesses struggle right from
the start, having a hard time simply learning what the tax
and regulatory rules are and how to comply with them.
The checklist of what is required for a new small business
is daunting (see box on p. 34).

represent more than half of the compliance cases that the

Just one of the requirements, the Federal Tax Deposit sys-

IRS handles. And, despite the vigor of the small business

tem, requires businesses with employees to withhold and

sector, many close their doors each year. In 1996, 50,000

deposit a portion of their employees’ wages and salaries

of them went through bankruptcy. When a small business

for federal income, Social Security and Medicare taxes, in

gets in trouble, tax issues compound its problems. Every-

addition to state and local requirements. According to the

one — small businesses, taxpayers and the IRS — stands

General Accounting Office, a small business in Cleveland,

to gain by making it easier for small businesses

Ohio with six employees would have to submit at least

to fulfill their tax obligations.

56 federal, state and local tax deposits over the course of

To deal with problems like these, the IRS established a
Small Business Affairs Office and has also developed EZ
forms to simplify tax filing for many businesses, including
the Form 1040 Schedule C-EZ, which let two million
small business owners file a very much simplified return
in 1996. The IRS has worked with other federal agencies
to create a “U.S. General Store” in Houston to provide
32

• Help Start-Up Businesses

a single tax year, including the collection and payment of
seven different employment taxes. Many make mistakes
on their Federal Tax Deposits. While the IRS generally
waives the penalty the first time small businesses make a
mistake on these deposits, it has not used this first mistake as an opportunity to help small businesses get it right
the next time.
33

Actions: To assist new small businesses, beginning in

Federal Tax Checklist For Starting
A New Business

1998 the IRS should team up with other federal agencies,
financial institutions, tax preparers, state and local
authorities and others to provide tax information, training

Apply for Employer Identification Number (Form SS-4)

and consultative services to small start-up businesses.

Begin estimating tax payments (Form 1040 ES)

These services will be designed to make record keeping,

Report annual taxes, profit or loss (Form 1040,

filing and payment requirements as simple and easy as

Schedules C, C-EZ or F)

possible

(SB01.2).

Report any supplemental income and loss (Form 1040,
Schedules E and S)

The IRS should create and make available to new busi-

Figure withholding for federal income tax, Social

nesses a start-up kit with multi-agency tax information

Security and Medicare (Circulars E and A)

(SB02.2).

Make Federal Tax Deposits (Form 8109B, Over the

who have just applied for Federal Employer Identification

Counter or EFTPS)

Numbers with information on relevant tax requirements

Report annual taxes (Forms 1065 and 1120)

(SB01.1).

Report capital gains or losses (Form 1065, Schedule E)

have made first-time deposit errors to tell them if the

Report partner’s shares (Schedule K-1)

penalty has been waived and to tell them how to avoid

S-corporations (Form 2553)

mistakes in making their next deposit

Report shareholder’s shares (Form 1120S,

the IRS should develop and publish clear, simple

Schedule K-1)

brochures giving tax tips on new obligations as business-

Heavy vehicle uses (Form 2290)

es change — for example, when hiring employees,

Report cash payments over $10,000 (Form 8300)

expanding the business, converting from a sole propri-

Pay federal unemployment taxes (Form 940)

etorship to a partnership, incorporating, or shutting down

Pay quarterly taxes on employees (Forms 941, 943, 943A)

(SB03.3).

Ask employees to complete withholding certificates

The organization should also assist new employers

It should send a letter to business customers who

(SB05.1).

Furthermore,

• Communicate More Clearly With Less Paper

(Forms W-4 and W-5)

Problem: The tax laws — and the regulations, forms

Issue wage and withholding information to employees

and instructions that translate them into reality — are

(Form W-2)

complex. Small business people told the Task Force in

Issue wage information to sub-contractors (Form 1099)

focus groups that they decided not to hire employees just

Report information from W-2s issued (Form W-3)

to avoid dealing with the record keeping, reporting and

Report information from 1099s issued (Form 1096)

withholding requirements. Small businesses need simpler
forms, clearer instructions, notices and letters. But getting
it right is such a challenge that they also need special
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attention. Giving small business this kind of special help,

tions for clarity with small business owners and employ-

especially when they are starting up, can not only help

ees (SB03.2); rewrite notices in a manner that they under-

keep businesses in business, but can also drive down the

stand

IRS workload, saving taxpayers money.

written responses to reduce inconsistencies in notices that

Actions: The IRS should reduce the paperwork burden for small businesses, encouraging them to use e-mail
to resolve tax account problems (once the IRS develops
a way to protect the privacy of taxpayer information
over e-mail)

(SB04.3)

and continuing the development of

EZ forms for incorporated businesses and other filing
entities

(SB03.4).

program to allow many small businesses to use their telephones to file Form

• Easy-to-understand forms
• Reduced burden for reporting, filing
and record keeping
• Sincere help solving problems
• Employees who listen to and
understand taxpayer concerns
• Service provided correctly the
first time
• Understandable letters and notices

and standardize the format and content of

are sent to small businesses

941 and report employment taxes
(SB04.2).

The IRS should seek ways to let

(SB08.5).

The IRS should also

find ways to notify small business customers promptly if
problem notices are generated and mailed

(SB08.3),

and

also identify notices that can be eliminated or sent less
frequently

(SB08.2).

The IRS should develop a permanent

method to seek feedback from small businesses about
which forms, publications and specific line items are the
most problematic

In 1998 the IRS should expand the successful TeleFile

What Small Businesses
Say They Want3

(SB08.1);

(SB03.1).

• Provide Knowledgeable, Convenient Help
Problem: Small businesses have difficulty getting
their tax questions answered and problems resolved.
Actions: By the 1999 tax season, IRS should provide

small businesses use credit cards as a

small businesses with 24 hour a day phone assistance

payment option for tax balances due at

geared to their needs, within the menu options available

no cost to the government

(SB04.5).

It

on the toll-free assistance line

(SB07.1)

and should also seek

should also find out how to help and

to route telephone calls from small businesses to employ-

encourage small businesses to use the

ees who have the training and the authority to answer

Electronic Federal Tax Payment Sys-

business tax questions and resolve account problems

tem, conducting focus groups to get

(SB07.2).

feedback on the system from small

and proposed uses of IRS interactive voice response units

business customers and marketing the

to ensure that small business needs are met in a cost-

electronic system in ways that make

effective manner (SB07.3). Since small businesses prefer to do

clear how it can benefit small busi-

business over the phone, the IRS should explore the use of

nesses

(SB05.3).

Furthermore, the IRS should review the existing

telephone calls instead of written notices or letters (SB07.4).

• Fair treatment consistent with
the law

3
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To ensure that correspondence, notices

The IRS should continue exploring new methods of com-

and forms are easy to understand, the

municating with small businesses

IRS should test new forms and publica-

nering with trade associations to provide timely, updated

1995 IRS Small Business Customer Survey, MELE Associates, Inc., 1995.

(SB08.4),

as well as part-
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tax information specific to small businesses in a variety of

• Promote One-Stop Service

industries. Through association newsletters, trade jour-

Problem: Small businesses are sometimes frustrated

nals, websites, and other communication systems (SB01.3),

by the time required to deal with so many different gov-

the IRS could communicate with small businesses more

ernment entities — federal, state and local — and with

effectively.

the many filing and reporting requirements that have sim-

Because of the growing number of companies that conduct business in languages other than English, the IRS
should improve multilingual communications with them,
including written, face-to-face and telephone communication

(SB09.1).

To begin meeting the needs of some of

those customers, the IRS should — depending on

ilar, but not identical, data needs. They are also frustrated
when they try to get answers or resolve problems and
cannot reach the IRS by telephone or in person, have
correspondence go unanswered, or deal with IRS
employees who lack the training to deal with business
questions.

demand — provide a nationwide toll-free Spanish lan-

Actions: So that small businesses will be able to sub-

guage telephone service for small business owners (SB09.2).

mit a single report with tax and wage data to meet the

It should also create forms, publications, notices and

requirements of the Internal Revenue Service, Social

brochures in Spanish

(SB09.3).

Security Administration, the Department of Labor, and
state agencies, the IRS should continue to work to support the Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting System program

(SB04.1) and

develop a strategy to open more one-stop

business assistance centers in partnership with federal,
state, and local agencies

“¿Como le puedo
servir?”

(SB02.3).

The IRS should promote

further use of “joint installment agreements” for businesses that have federal and state tax liabilities

(SB04.4).

And in

partnership with small business stakeholders, it should
make use of electronic tools — such as a small business
corner on the IRS home page — or provide one-stop
information, education, and registration service to the
small business community

(SB02.1).

• Help Businesses With Problems
Problem: Small businesses often have compliance
problems because they don’t understand their obligations
under the tax code. According to a 1995 IRS survey of
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2,000 small businesses, “small business owners continue

and accountant groups to help educate individuals who

to perceive the IRS as strong in enforcement and general-

make deposits for small businesses

ly weak in providing understandable tax information and

test using specially trained employees to make education-

empathetic customer service.”

al telephone calls to new employers, and specifically to

One of the biggest problems small businesses have is
penalties on their federal tax deposits. The IRS assesses
many tax deposit penalties, although many are subsequently waived or reduced — an average of 40 percent
of them during a recent three-year period. In addition,

(SB05.4).

The IRS should

new employers when the IRS first discovers a mistake in
their handling of their federal tax deposits (SB05.2). And it
should expand the approach of the Penalty Help Line
developed in Kansas City to provide assistance to small
businesses

(SB05.6).

because many IRS offices administer federal tax deposit

To encourage greater consistency throughout the country,

penalties, and because the interpretation of penalty

the IRS should develop training materials and courses to

administration regulations can be somewhat subjective,

educate IRS employees about deposit requirements,

inconsistent treatment frequently occurs.

penalties and consistent use of reasonable cause provi-

Small businesses are particularly affected by these problems. The IRS has found that many new business owners
make mistakes on the forms or during the deposit

sions for waiving penalties

(SB05.5).

It should also analyze

the costs and benefits of handling all federal tax deposit
penalties in one centralized location

(FP04.2).

process, and end up facing a penalty simply because

The IRS should study and make improvements regarding

they do not understand the requirements.

penalty administration for small businesses, including

At the IRS Kansas City Service Center, a group of tax
examining assistants took a very active approach to the
problem of deposit errors. A federal tax deposits Help
Line was established with the purpose of resolving business customers’ problems within 24 hours. This group has
been able to resolve almost 10,000 issues for each of the
past three tax years. Just as importantly, they have been
able to identify problems with forms and programs.
Changes resulting from these findings could help reduce

considering raising the threshold for forgiving penalties
based on oral testimony

(SB06.1).

The IRS should also test

the use of outgoing telephone calls in lieu of written
notices in certain potential penalty situations (SB05.7). As
described in Section III.b. (see p. 67), the IRS should
work with troubled small businesses to help them comply, stay in business, and avoid future tax problems,
expanding on successful pilot programs in California,
Maine and elsewhere

(SB05.8).

the error rate on these deposits.
Actions: To help small businesses deal with the federal tax deposit system, the IRS should work with payroll
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II.e

“A taxpayer who has
been treated unfairly

Create A
Problem Solving
System That
Works

resolving a number of problems on the spot.
The Task Force found that the best companies in America
handle customer problems by making it easy for employees to resolve problems and easy for customers to complain when they are dissatisfied. These companies cherish
complaints as a valuable source of information about
their operations and about underlying problems that they
can fix at the source.

Background: When people have a tax problem,

When dealing with a company with a good problem

they want to get it resolved quickly. When they are

solving system, a customer can get a problem solved with

unable to resolve it, what may be a simple problem

one telephone call, one visit, or one letter. The Task Force

can quickly turn into a complaint. The IRS needs a

found tremendous benefits in one-stop problem resolu-

should have somewhere

better system for solving problems before they become

tion. Not only does this practice result in much greater

to go, someone to fight

complaints.

customer satisfaction, it can also reduce the costs of han-

on his or her side, some-

The IRS has Taxpayer Advocates and a Problem Resolu-

one to make the agency

tion Program to assist taxpayers with problems relating

listen.”

to the organization’s administration of the tax laws.
Last year, nearly 300,000 cases were brought to the

President Clinton

attention of Taxpayer Advocate offices around the

cent. Every company and public sector department and
agency that the Task Force looked at was seeking ways to
give front-line employees the ability to solve customer
problems in a single interaction.

country, and cases were resolved in an average of 38

A good problem solving system also values complaints.

days.

Generally, complaints represent the tip of the iceberg.

The Task Force also looked at a successful IRS Taxpayer Advocate program in North Carolina that reaches
taxpayers who haven’t been able to get their tax problems solved through normal channels. The IRS North
Carolina district Taxpayer Advocate, Tina Juncewicz,
has an annual “IRS Listens” day. She publicizes the
event in area media, and then anyone with a grievance or a question involving the IRS can come in during that day and consult privately with a member of
her staff. The program has been cutting red tape by
42

dling problems — in some cases by more than 50 per-

Research shows that fewer than one in twenty people
who are unhappy will formally complain to the organization. In the private sector, people don’t complain for a
variety of reasons: they feel it is not worth the hassle;
they don’t know where or how to complain; they don’t
believe the company will do anything; or they are afraid
of negative consequences. More likely, when people
have a complaint, they tell their friends or neighbors;
research shows that people with a complaint are likely to
tell eight to ten other people.
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The Task Force found that a good problem solving system

required so that taxpayer’s representative, such as an

is valuable for another reason — company after company

accountant, can deal with the IRS on the taxpayer’s

has used it as a key part of their overall strategy. When a

behalf — are frequently not honored because the Power

Solving Problems:
What Do the Best in
Business Do?4
• Make it easy for customers to get
their problems solved and easy to
complain when they are not.

complaint is handled well, it reduces

of Attorney information is not available to the IRS

costs and can turn a critic into a sup-

employee assisting them.

porter. When a complaint leads an
organization to understand and fix an
underlying problem, overall performance improves. And, in the public
sector, when a government agency listens to people with problems and
solves them, it helps establish confidence and trust.

Actions:

One Contact: To ensure that customers get problems
resolved in a single contact, the IRS should establish a
process in every office that puts any run-around burden
on the IRS, and removes it from the customer (CI02.2). This
policy would require an IRS employee either to solve the
problem or find the office or person who can, and hold
the employee accountable for doing so. This will entail

• Train and empower employees to
resolve most problems in one contact.

• Resolve Customer Problems In One Contact

modification of the current program requirements for

• Track complaint data, analyze and fix

Problem: Customers complain

calls. It will require better training of front-line employ-

root causes and report performance

that it takes too many contacts with

ees, especially in customer service techniques, as well as

to top management.

the IRS to get tax problems resolved.

empowering them to use their judgment in doing every-

They are often asked to play telephone

thing they can to resolve an issue before it is transferred.

tag with various offices to get their

Training and related issues are covered later in this report.

• Value complaints as critical
customer feedback.

“gating” or automatically transferring certain types of

problems solved. These difficulties

• Use complaints as a key element to

often arise because customer data are
stored in multiple computer files.

drive change.

Employees cannot solve some taxpayer
problems quickly because the information they need is not all in one place, and different files
can contain conflicting information about a taxpayer’s
account.

The IRS often sends taxpayers letters when there are discrepancies between what taxpayers report on tax returns
and what is reported to the IRS about those same taxpayers by banks, employers or other third parties. The IRS
should ensure that there is sufficient technical staffing at
the telephone numbers given to taxpayers for assistance
on these “underreporter” notices, and find ways to overcome the barriers to resolving these cases by telephone
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4

Problems with Powers of Attorney also make it difficult to

(CI02.3).

resolve problems in a single contact. Taxpayers and their

tive plan to expand the number of IRS assistance centers

representatives complain that Powers of Attorney —

working on underreporter cases, again — where possible

Serving the American Public: Best Practices in Resolving Customer Complaints. Federal
Benchmarking Consortium Study Report. National Performance Review, 1996.

It should also develop and carry out a cost-effec-
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— using more telephone calls instead of written notices
to resolve cases

(CI02.5).

In cases where issues could best be resolved in writing,
the IRS should specifically advise taxpayers on what
information and documents they need to provide (CI02.4).
This would help keep customers from wasting time on

and ensure that the units in the service centers that

service these accounts are properly staffed

(FP07.3).

For a

long-term solution, the Modernization Blueprint calls for
the consolidation of all accounts into a new unified system

(FP07.4).

telephone calls when written documentation is required,

Streamlined Powers of Attorney: The IRS should empha-

or writing to IRS when a quick telephone call will resolve

size to all employees the need to honor all valid Powers

the problem. The IRS should also conduct an analysis

of Attorney and to process them promptly (FP03.1). In addi-

and develop plans to refine and improve its toll-free ser-

tion, the IRS should improve training in this area (FP03.2);

vice to help clarify to customers what can and cannot be

establish a telephone center for authorizations

resolved by telephone

(CI03.2, CI03.3).

improve processing procedures

Empowered Employees: To ensure that employees are
equipped to help customers, the IRS should ensure that
an adequate supply of forms and materials are available
to allow employees to do their jobs

(CI03.6);

that employees

are properly and promptly informed of new information
(CI03.7);

and that employees have access, when appropri-

ate, to the multiple databases and systems needed to
resolve customer issues in one contact

(CI03.8).

Working

(FP03.3);

(FP03.4, FP03.5, FP03.6, FP03.8);

establish a centralized computer database to speed
authorizations

(FP03.9);

and be able to accept Power of

Attorney authorizations electronically and record them
immediately while meeting privacy and security requirements

(FP03.10).

• Make It Easy For People To Get
Problems Solved
Problem: Taxpayers told the Task Force that they

with the National Treasury Employees Union, the IRS

have difficulty getting problems resolved and are not sure

should create more flexible job descriptions to better sup-

where to turn to get help. They complain about the

port the workload demand

(CI03.1).

To empower employees

amount of time it takes and say they feel that normal

who answer telephone calls, the IRS should provide sim-

channels are not responsive to their complaints and

plified, agency-wide guidance that spells out what kinds

problems.

of cases employees are able to resolve over the telephone
(CI03.4) and

revisit these guidelines on a continuing basis to

identify procedural changes or training needs
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secure on-line system to improve their accessibility (FP07.1,
FP07.2),

(CI03.5).

Actions: Even prior to the publication of this report,
the IRS launched Problem Solving Days, a new initiative
— patterned on the North Carolina “IRS Listens” effort —

Information Support: To begin to address the problem of

to help taxpayers get their problems solved. The first

separate computer files, the IRS should collect its “Non-

Problem Solving Day was held on November 15, 1997,

Master File accounts” in one place, load them onto a

at all 33 IRS district offices. Approximately 6,300 taxpay47

ers attended the event, and the vast majority were
tremendously satisfied with the service they received. In
fact, 75 percent of customers who responded to the day’s
satisfaction survey gave the IRS the top mark for overall

Independent Citizen
Advocacy Panels

service. The IRS will continue to hold these sessions once
every month within every IRS district (CI07.1).

The Administration is creating 33 local

IRS Taxpayer Advocate
Questions About Problem Solving Days?

payers with problems. These Panels will
To strengthen the IRS Taxpayer

Call 1-800-829-1040

Citizen Advocacy Panels to assist tax-

be made up of private citizens and will:

Advocate, the Administration will:
• refer taxpayer complaints to the
• expand the powers of the Taxpayer
Advocate to provide relief when

Taxpayer Advocate;
• refer complaints about resolution of
cases by local Taxpayer Advocates to

In addition to creating Problem Solving Days, the Admin-

there have been unreasonable delays

istration took other steps this fall to improve IRS perfor-

in resolving a taxpayer’s issue or

• monitor local IRS customer service;

when a taxpayer may be subject to

• track complaints on a local level;

mance in resolving taxpayer complaints. On October 10,
1997, President Clinton announced two major steps —
the strengthening of the office of the Taxpayer Advocate
and the creation of Citizen Advocacy Panels nationwide
(see boxes on opposite page).
Moreover, so that IRS employees can help taxpayers
in situations of emergency or hardship, the IRS should

serious harm;

in one business day

(FP11.1).

• Track And Use Data On Complaints

• make public reports; and
• make recommendations for

• increase local and national Taxpayer
Advocates’ staffs; and
• expand the Taxpayer Advocate’s

improvements to the national
Taxpayer Advocate and the IRS
Commissioner.

reporting obligations to Congress to

The Citizen Advocacy Panels will be

cover informal interventions.

phased in, with the first four beginning

implement a policy that allows District Directors to
approve and issue emergency tax refunds to customers

the national Taxpayer Advocate;

operations in selected IRS districts in
1998 and expanding nationally as quickly as possible.

Problem: Some problems can drag out for two or
three years if the IRS and the taxpayer don’t agree on an
issue. IRS management needs an effective complaint
tracking system to ensure that taxpayer complaints are
being addressed promptly. That system must also elevate
48
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those problems that aren’t being addressed to higher levels in the organization. Such a system should also help
the IRS identify — and then address — any systemic
issues that are creating problems for taxpayers.
Actions: Beginning immediately, using the Taxpayer
Advocate’s Problem Resolution Information System, the
IRS should track complaints

(FP06.1) and,

if a complaint is

still unresolved after a reasonable period of time, reassign
it to the next higher management level

(CI07.2).

To tighten

accountability in the future, the IRS should set up a system that systematically raises the priority of cases that
have not been addressed to ensure that the appropriate
management level is involved

(FP06.2).

It should also design

a system to ensure that individual employees and
managers are held accountable for the fair and speedy
resolution of problems

(FP03.7).

II.f Prepare For
A Paperless
Future

The Taxpayer Advocate

Background: Currently, the IRS processes more
than two billion transactions a year, including 200 million
individual and business tax returns, interest and dividend
forms, employer withholding reports, and payments. Most
of these transactions still take place on paper and have to
be converted into an electronic format by scanning or
manually entering data — an error-prone and resourceintensive process.
The steady progress of TeleFile gives a hint of the poten-

should develop a process for identifying solutions to sys-

tial for electronic filing: less paper, no mail, error rates

temic problems identified by taxpayers. These solutions

100 times less than with paper returns, faster refunds, and

should be brought to the attention of the Commissioner

happy customers. David Gergen, Chairman of the Awards

when necessary

(HP13.3).

Program of the Ford Foundation and Harvard’s Kennedy
School of Government, said of the award-winning Telefile
program, “Filing taxes can often be a complicated, timeconsuming process. It’s good to see that the IRS is simplifying the procedures and reducing the paperwork for
citizens.”

A . A l f r e d Ta u b m a n C e n t e r f o r S t a t e a n d L o c a l G o v e r n m e n t
J o h n F. K e n n e d y S c h o o l o f G o v e r n m e n t , H a r v a r d U n i v e r s i t y
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Yet, despite the advantages, only 10 percent of the 200

percent of the e-mails were answered in one day

million individual and business returns are filed electroni-

and 93 percent within three days. Like private sec-

cally, even though a much higher percentage of returns

tor firms and other government agencies, the IRS

are prepared on computers. The actions recommended

must overcome issues related to electronic signa-

by the Task Force to increase the use of electronic filing

tures, security and privacy so that all transactions

build on the positive momentum of the IRS Electronic Tax

can be carried out safely via the Internet.

Administration program.

•

While the IRS still relies heavily on paper for its one-on-

Upgrade Technology To Improve
Customer Service

one transactions with taxpayers, it is beginning to use

Problem: The IRS has not had the technology

technology to disseminate information to taxpayers more

to support customer service or to support IRS

broadly — primarily through the Internet. As part of a

employees in ways that have become standard in

financial world that is being revolutionized by informa-

private industry and are increasingly common in

tion technology, the IRS is already making aggressive use

government.

of the World Wide Web to deliver information and forms

Actions: The IRS Modernization Blueprint will

to taxpayers. Last tax season six million forms and publi-

improve assistance to customers by making accu-

cations were downloaded from the IRS website and 117

rate, electronically accessible and up-to-the-minute

million hits were logged.

information available on taxpayer returns and
accounts while protecting taxpayer privacy

For anyone with access to the Internet, the IRS Homepage
is already the best place to go for tax forms and information. It is available 24 hours a day. It has virtually all IRS
forms and publications. It summarizes tax regulations and
has the answers to the most frequently asked taxpayer
questions, among other information. The IRS Homepage
has established a monthly (bi-weekly during the tax season) electronic publication called the Digital Dispatch,
which has the latest tax news from the IRS.

•

(CI01.7).

Offer More Electronic Filing Options
Problem: The IRS and taxpayers are only
beginning to take advantage of the benefits of
electronic filing. Many taxpayers are unaware of
the benefits. Some taxpayers are not able to file
electronically because their wages or interest or
dividend income exceed a certain level. Issues
surrounding electronic signatures and documents

As part of a long-term strategy to set up a system to

like W-2s that normally accompany returns, plus

answer taxpayer questions quickly and expertly, the IRS

privacy and security concerns about electronic

is also answering taxpayer questions over the Internet.

transactions on the Internet, also keep the

During the last fiscal year, it answered more than 52,000

electronic numbers down.

e-mail messages about tax laws and regulations. Sixty
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Actions:

These services should include allowing taxpayers to

Expand TeleFile: By 1998 the IRS should increase by 3

resolve tax questions by e-mail, rather than having to

million, or about 10 percent, the number of taxpayers

write or telephone the IRS, if the IRS can do so without

who are eligible to use TeleFile — the telephone filing

jeopardizing taxpayer privacy

system

(FP09.2).

The IRS should market TeleFile aggressively

to individual taxpayers

(FP09.5),

and extend TeleFile for

(FP09.3).

The

IRS should also continue to expand eligibility for TeleFile by raising the dollar
ceilings on income for electronic filers
and by raising the dollar limits for
interest and dividends in TeleFile
options.

should increase the number of forms
that can be filed electronically and
educate customers about the benefits of electronic filing
— fewer hassles, fewer contacts with the IRS, and faster
(FP09.4).

To get a truly “paperless” system of elec-

tronic filing, in 1999 the IRS should work to eliminate the
need for mailing in W-2s, other forms and paper signatures

(FP09.7).

The IRS should also determine how to issue

notices electronically

(NC02.11, NC02.12).

from private industry and tax practitioners to increase the
(FP09.1).

instead of the average of 26 days it currently takes to
process the hard copy version

(FP09.11).

• Introduce New Payment Options
Problem: Although 15 million taxpayers receive tax
refunds through electronic deposits to their bank
accounts, there are no provisions for taxpayers to use
automatic withdrawals, debit cards or credit cards to pay

The organization should

also conduct extensive market research to find out how
electronic filing can better meet customer needs

Actions: For the first time, beginning in 1999 taxpayers who file their returns electronically will be able to
pay their taxes with a direct withdrawal from their bank
accounts — in much the same way consumers now pay
their mortgages or utility bills

(FP09.8).

The IRS is also seek-

ing credit industry partners to pilot-test credit cards for
taxpayers who file electronically in 1999

(FP09.12).

The idea

is popular with taxpayers, and a number of state and
local jurisdictions have already successfully allowed the
use of both debit and credit cards for tax payments.

Work With the Private Sector: The IRS should solicit ideas
use of electronic filing

ers should be offered the option of filing an electronic

their taxes.

Develop Paperless Tax Filing: The IRS

refunds

Also, tax practition-

Power of Attorney which could be processed in one day

businesses to allow small companies to meet federal tax
deposit reporting requirements over the phone

(FP09.10).

(FP09.6),

and use this information as a basis for new services (FP09.9).

• Promote One-Stop Service On A World Class
Web Site On The Internet
Problem: As the information technology and communications industries evolve, the IRS will need to continue to move aggressively to take full advantage of the
potential of the Internet to provide enhanced customer
services on its website.
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w w w. i r s . u s t r e a s . g o v

Actions: The IRS should continue to improve and
promote the use of the Internet to provide new services
and products

(FP09.13).

III.

A Customer
Service
Revolution

Got A Question for the IRS?
Try the IRS Homepage on the World Wide Web

In 1993, President Clinton issued an Executive Order

http://www.irs.ustreas.gov

calling for a “customer service revolution” in how
government agencies provide services to the American
public. Nothing less could change the underlying systems
and behavior that have evolved in many government
agencies over decades of doing business the old way.
Since its creation in 1862, the IRS has always had two
roles. It is charged with collecting nearly all of the revenue due to the federal government. Yet it is also expected to promote voluntary compliance with the tax laws
by serving its customers, the taxpayers. As the National
Commission on Restructuring the Internal Revenue Service brought to light in its 1997 report, the IRS often gets
conflicting messages from oversight organizations about
which role comes first. In the past, the IRS has heavily
favored tax collection, with customer service taking a
back seat. Perhaps this is no more clearly illustrated than
in staff distribution: 60 percent of the more than 100,000
IRS employees are engaged in enforcement, 8 percent in
customer service.5 Similarly, the current mission statement
of the IRS does not place enough emphasis on customer
service.
The President, the Congress, oversight bodies and the
public have recently said in no uncertain terms that they
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5

IRS 1996 Data Book.
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expect more than tax collection from the IRS. They are
calling for the same customer service revolution that has
transformed American industry over the last decade.
Their expectations have been rising, especially as information technology has enabled banks and credit card

III.a Treat Taxpayers
As Customers

companies, for example, to offer information and service
24 hours a day with even higher standards of accuracy,
courtesy and convenience. National parks, the Postal Ser-

Background: Making the shift to a customer-

vice, and other public agencies, including federal

focused organization requires major changes for the

regulatory agencies, are showing that it is possible to pro-

IRS — listening to customers through surveys and

vide customer service that is equal to the best in business.

“When it comes to

As President Clinton said on October 10, 1997, “It is

the IRS — indeed when

tomers, holding managers and employees accountable

clear that in spite of our best efforts, there remain signifi-

it comes to every part

for how taxpayers are treated, and acting rapidly to

cant problems and challenges at the IRS.” To achieve

of government — our

address complaints. In sum, it requires a revolution in

lasting change in how the IRS interacts with the public,
the organization must fundamentally change how it views

philosophy is simple: the

and treats taxpayers. The IRS must work much harder to

taxpayers don’t work for

prevent violations and penalties in the first place and turn

us, we work for them.”

to one-on-one enforcement as a last resort. Old measures
that strongly emphasize enforcement must be balanced
with new measures that encourage customer service. And
the IRS must shift how it selects, trains and supports its
employees so that they can provide the service that the
American people deserve.

other methods, measuring how well it serves cus-

customer service.
The problem, in this case, is not information; the IRS
knows a lot about its customers. Using surveys and
focus groups conducted by the IRS and outside groups
since the 1960s, the Task Force was able to get a clear

Vice President Gore

picture of the IRS customers. The data documented
how different the needs and concerns were of different
customer segments. Looking at five different customer
segments — individuals, the self-employed, small
businesses, large businesses and tax preparers — the

These changes could lead to the kind of cultural shift that

Task Force found that each group had very different

is needed so that the IRS can not only provide first-class

needs at different points in time.

service but also regain the trust and confidence of its customers — the vast majority of America’s taxpayers who
work hard, obey the law and pay their fair share.

Telephone assistance illustrates the differences. All taxpayers want improved access on the telephone, fewer
busy signals, shorter waits and more accurate responses to their questions. Small business people, for their
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Customer Segment Profiles
Customer Segment
Individuals

Definition
Taxpayers who
receive income
subject to tax
reporting.

Selected Key Events
Enter job market, relocate, retire, receive
inheritance, marry, have a child, pay child
care expenses, die, divorce, buy or sell a
home.

part, want to be able to reach the IRS after business hours
and on weekends. Large businesses want to get through
during business hours but want their employees to be
able to call the IRS after work. Individuals and the selfemployed want to talk to the IRS at almost any time of

Self-Employed

Individuals subject
to business tax
reporting (e.g.,
sole proprietors).

Start business, keep up with major regulatory
law and market changes, deal with investment or financial loss, keep tax records for
both individual and business taxes.

day — whatever accommodates their particular situation.
Tax practitioners were the most satisfied group; they were
pleased with the dedicated telephone services that the
IRS has in place in local offices during business hours.
A second Task Force finding was that all groups face peri-

Small Businesses

Large Businesses

Businesses
(partnerships,
proprietorships,
corporations,
exempt organizations) that have
fewer than 500
employees,
regardless of revenue generated.

Businesses
(corporations,
partnerships,
exempt organizations) that have
more than 500
employees.

Start new product lines, hire employees,
develop the business, add new locations,
incorporate, incur casualty or operating losses, change technology, keep tax records, prepare tax return(s), sell or merge business.

odic changes in their tax status. They have to learn new
tax rules at precisely those times when they confront
major changes in their lives — getting married, buying a
house, having a baby, starting a new business, experiencing a spouse’s death, or retiring. Although they want to
“get it right” at these times in their lives, learning about
changing tax requirements is rarely a primary consideration.
The Task Force found that there were other customer

Hire employees, develop new product lines,
add space or equipment, experience domestic market or regulatory changes, restructure,
add fringe benefits, change business strategy,
maintain tax records, sell or merge business,
close business.

characteristics that were important to how the IRS delivers
its services. Language is a growing issue for both individual taxpayers and businesses, with more than 13 million
Spanish-speaking adults in the U.S. today and more than
860,000 Hispanic-owned businesses. Many older Americans need forms with larger type and convenient in-per-

Partners
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Organizations that
work with taxpayers or the IRS on
tax administration
issues (e.g., tax
preparers, state
and local governments).

Educate the public about tax requirements,
prepare returns, recommend ways for the IRS
to improve operations and customer service.

son assistance. First-time filers need customized help.
Customers who have been hit by a flood or other natural
disaster need extra time and special help. Finally, the
Task Force found that customer needs change over time
as the population itself changes.
Actions throughout this report address the needs of various
customer segments. To continue the focus on customer
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Future Customer Trends* / Potential Impact on the IRS
• Increased demand for assistance
• Increased medical expenses,
pension income

Older, working-age population
Fastest growth in 50 to 64 year old
group between 1996-2006

• More complicated returns
• More use of preparers

Smaller households
Continued growth of single-person
households and single-parent
families to nearly 35% of the
population by 2010

• Need for assistance after normal
working hours and on weekends
• Special tax credit issues, such as the
Earned Income Tax Credit

Larger foreign language speaking population
Immigration will account for 66%
of U.S. population growth over the
next 50 years

routine part of decision-making. Managers welcome feedback from front-line employees and seek opportunities to

An older population
17% of population over 65 by
2020 (A 25% increase since 1990)

complaints, and customers’ concerns are assessed as a

• Increased need for tax products
and information in other languages

More self-employed taxpayers
72% growth from 1970 to 1994
• Need for better educational materials for
both the employers and the employees

* Data provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

interact with customers. These companies are also organized to respond to customer needs and see customers as
a core part of their mission.

• Lead The Way
Problem: If the IRS is to become customer-focused,
senior managers across the organization must send a
clear message that change is required and remove the
barriers to providing top-quality customer service.
Actions: Leadership will set the pace for the reinvention of customer service in the IRS. Managers from the
Commissioner on down should spend time each year
serving customers directly

(HP18.2).

IRS leadership should

review and remove barriers, both organizational and
structural, that prevent effective job performance (HP11.3)
and establish a uniform set of leadership competencies

information, the Task Force calls for customer feedback to
be integrated effectively into the IRS measurement system
(See Section III.c.).

for all levels of management

(HP18.1).

Managers will encourage and empower teams in a customer-focused workplace. IRS employees trained to

In its examination of private sector models, the Task

answer a customer’s inquiry should be allowed to answer

Force found three common characteristics among suc-

that question whether assigned to that specific issue or

cessful service companies — they value and act upon

not

customer feedback; their organizations are aligned to

front-line managers should be able to approve employ-

serve customers; and customer satisfaction is at the core

ees’ suggestions to improve customer services and prod-

of their measurement systems.

ucts, but need to get the approval of the next level of

(HP11.2).

Furthermore, to encourage greater innovation,

management before turning down their suggestions. Any
In customer-focused organizations, data about customers
affect everything the companies do. They influence what

proposals that are turned down need to be shared with
the Ideas Advocate (See Section III.d.)

(HP11.1).

the companies produce and market and the services they
provide. These companies value customer feedback and
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• Build A System That Focuses On Customers

employees accountable for providing excellent customer
(HP10.1).

To be successful, the program should use

Problem: Most of the IRS is organized around

service

internally-defined functions, rather than the needs of

four fundamental strategies:

customers. Furthermore, there has not been an internal
champion for customers or for spreading the ideas and

• Establish and write out a clear mission statement
to guide the bureau;

best practices that would improve customer services and
products. The Task Force found that customer satisfaction
data have been rarely used in making operational decisions and have historically had only a limited impact on

• Engage all executives and managers in leading
change;
• Align the bureau’s policies, procedures, systems,

IRS operations. For example, without knowing how

and structures to support employees as they work

important the dedicated telephone service is to tax

toward the accomplishment of the new purpose; and

preparers, the IRS had planned to eliminate it as part of a
budget-cutting exercise. In another example of the organization’s internal focus, the Task Force found that the IRS
often tested its notices for clarity on employees already
familiar with the subject of the notice, rather than on
customers.

• Gain the commitment of all members of the
workforce

(HP10.2, HPI0.3).

The IRS should also continue to compare its performance
with benchmarks from private industry and other government agencies and establish a means to institutionalize
best practices

(HP13.1).

Another important method of

Actions: The IRS should begin to refine customer

reinforcing the organizational change is to communicate

segments and key events for each of those segments as

early successes in program and policy changes through-

they relate to those customers’ tax responsibilities (CF02).

out the organization

Any realignment of the IRS organization should include
an emphasis on excellent customer service

(CF03).

Many of

the recommended actions in this report will help
create a system that is focused on customers — a measurement and performance system that values customers
and a feedback system that regularly obtains and uses
customer input

(CM06.1).

• Seek Changes In The Tax Code
Problem: The Tax Code’s complexity burdens taxpayers and impedes compliance. While the Task Force
did not focus its efforts on tax reform, it identified a number of ways in which the complications of the tax code
make it difficult for the IRS to meet customers’ needs.

(CF04).

Actions: As it has done in the past, the IRS should
The IRS should create a long-term program to make its
culture more customer-friendly. The program should
engage the IRS workforce at all levels; challenge longheld values and beliefs about how the organization works

identify provisions of the Internal Revenue Code requiring
improvement or simplification, consistent with other
important tax policy goals — including considerations of
fairness, equity, economic efficiency, progressiveness and

and carries out its mission; and hold the IRS and its
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revenue collection

(FP05.1).

The IRS should maintain ongo-

ing communication with the Treasury Department to
identify existing Code provisions that are sources of
significant compliance or administrative burdens for
taxpayers or the IRS, and develop proposals to reduce
these burdens

(FP05.2).

In addition, the IRS should work

with private sector groups, such as bar associations, professional tax associations and academic groups, to identify and develop proposals to forward to the Treasury
Department to improve and simplify the Code (FP05.3).

• Develop A New Mission Statement

III.b Ensure Fair
Treatment For
Taxpayers
Background: Voluntary compliance is the cornerstone of the U.S. tax system. Over the past 15 years, 83
cents of every dollar due to the U.S. government has
been paid voluntarily by taxpayers, a compliance rate

Problem: The IRS mission statement does not provide

that is one of the highest in the world. Nonetheless, the

a clear direction that emphasizes service to the taxpayer.

rate has been essentially unchanged for almost two

Actions: The IRS should develop a simpler and more
focused mission statement that commits to serve taxpayers
as customers

(CF01).

In line with the new IRS mission, tax-

decades.
The stakes are high. The voluntary compliance rate of
83 percent still means that 17 cents of every dollar due is

payers will be able to pay their taxes with a check made

not voluntarily paid. Every one percent in additional

out to the United States Treasury instead of the IRS (FP08.1).

compliance represents an additional nine billion dollars
for the U.S. Treasury. Uncollected revenue affects every
American who pays taxes in full and on time, and gives
an unfair advantage to those who do not pay their fair share.
The IRS, responsible for fairly collecting the money to
pay America’s bills, seeks the most effective strategies to
do so. Like most other regulatory agencies, the IRS has
focused on one-on-one enforcement — audit, collection,
and investigation of fraud. Last year, IRS enforcement
efforts collected $30 billion in revenue beyond taxes paid
voluntarily, pushing the collection rate up to 87 percent.
Penalties, part of the “downstream” end of compliance,
have mushroomed. From the original 13 penalties listed
in the 1954 Internal Revenue Code, today there are about
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150 penalties, which amounted to $13.2 billion in

dependents who were claimed on at least two tax returns

assessments in 1996.

(a dependent can be claimed on only one return). Rather
than assuming this entire population of taxpayers was

Customers have several appeal options if they do not

flouting the law, the researchers took a closer look and

agree with the IRS’s position on the amount of taxes they

found that there were a number of reasons for the dupli-

owe. One is to seek an internal remedy using an IRS

cate numbers. Many taxpayers had correctly claimed the

Appeals Officer. Appeals officers may reverse all or part

deduction. Some had made a mistake on a Social Securi-

of an audit recommended assessment, based upon indi-

ty number, others simply didn’t understand the law and

vidual case circumstances and facts. Currently, there is no

still others were knowingly claiming a fraudulent deduc-

national tracking system that records the reasons why

tion. Furthermore, about a third of the taxpayers made

some audit-recommended assessments are reversed while

the same claim year after year.

others are not.
Increasingly, the IRS and other regulatory agencies are

Moving Compliance Efforts Upstream

concluding that giving more attention to early intervention and preventing problems have a significant impact
on compliance. Regulatory agencies are working

Prevention

1-On-1 Enforcement

Lower cost per case
Less burden on taxpayers

Higher cost per case
More Intrusive

“smarter” — seeking to understand where compliance
problems lie and to focus efforts on them. The Task Force
found that in many other agencies this involves establishing a partnership with the groups that are regulated.
The focus on prevention and partnership is getting results.
For example, the Coast Guard, without adding a single
regulation, worked with the towing and barge industry to
help reduce safety violations and cut by half fatalities
among crew members. By working with the pharmaceutical industry, the Food and Drug Administration cut the
average time for approval of drugs from 23 months to 15.

Systemic
Changes
Identify underlying problems.
Work with
tax preparers
and industry
groups.
Change
laws and
regulations.
Join with
state and local
governments.

Pre-filing
Improve
forms and
publications.
Educate tax
preparers and
customer
segments, e.g.,
small business,
first-time filers.

Handling
Returns

Servicing
Accounts

Improve return
processing —
e.g., correct
math errors.

Use information and
“soft” letters,
telephone
calls, and
notices to correct account
problems.

Identify issues
early and
adjust refunds.

Enforcement
Target
enforcement
to increase
productivity.
Use liens and
seizures as a
last resort.

Tell taxpayers
about recurring
problems.

Successful IRS research and pilot projects demonstrate
the benefits of moving compliance efforts upstream. For
example, in 1995 the North Florida District Office’s
research staff analyzed the problem of 6.2 million returns
nationally that contained Social Security numbers for
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The North Florida District researchers next tested a tailored approach to improve compliance. They sent two
“soft” letters to a sample of some 14,000 taxpayers. One
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letter asked them simply to correct the problem the

taxes. To resolve the fuel tax problem, the IRS sent a low-

following year if necessary. The second letter added a

key letter to about 1,400 fishermen informing them of the

request for an amended return. Both worked; the percent-

problem and indicating that if it applied to them, they

age of taxpayers who repeated the duplicate claim

might want to amend their tax returns. More than 1,000

dropped from a rate of 35 percent to 15 percent. Because

of them voluntarily did so and sent in payments, which

of this test, the IRS will be able to focus its future enforce-

totaled more than $500,000.

ment efforts on the much smaller group of taxpayers who
failed to respond to the “soft” approach. The IRS estimates
that using this approach in the next filing season could
generate more than $100 million in annual revenue and
place less burden on taxpayers who want to get their
taxes right.

ance requires a range of approaches. No single organizational approach or model can be applied across the IRS
or across every industry. What works with California
labor contractors may not work with restaurant owners
in New York City, so research and customer feedback is

Another innovative group of IRS employees, the Ag Team,

critical to developing effective approaches. The specific

has been working with agricultural businesses in Central

strategies may vary by location and customer segment,

California’s wine-producing San Joaquin Valley to help

but these principles are common to nearly all situations:

growers and labor contractors comply with tax laws. The
Ag Team activities include visiting farm shows and fairs,
and even speaking about taxes at the annual growers luncheon. “Ninety-five percent [of these businesses] want to
do things right, but only fifty percent know how. We still
need to be tough with the five percent who could care
less. But the real payoff is in teaching the honest folks the
rules,” says one of the Ag Team members. In 1993 businesses in the Ag Team’s jurisdiction owed the government
$11.1 million in past due taxes. As of last year, that figure
was down to $240,000.
Elsewhere in the country similar approaches to working
with industries are being tried and adopted by the IRS. In
the Maine fishing industry, battered by brutal foreign and
domestic competition for depleted fishing stocks, many
fishermen developed serious tax problems, from unreported income to improperly claimed credits for fuel
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The Task Force found that encouraging voluntary compli-

• Help people understand their obligations and
how to meet them;
• Catch problems early;
• Treat taxpayers equitably;
• Work with customers and others who are affected;
• Decrease the burden on taxpayers;
• Test alternative strategies; and
• Use enforcement as the last resort.

• Help Taxpayers Get It Right
Problem: Like most other regulatory agencies, the
IRS has focused more on pursuing violators than on
preventing violations. Prevention is less costly for the IRS
than traditional one-on-one enforcement, far less threatening and traumatic for taxpayers, and, as pilot projects
and best practices from other agencies demonstrate,
more effective in some situations.
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Actions: The IRS should identify compliance trends
and customer segments where tax assistance, education

(CI06.6).

and other “upstream” methods can help people pay their

ment system, the Alternative Treatment Revenue Measure,

taxes correctly, thus avoiding tax trouble. The IRS should

to give districts credit for results from these new compli-

— where appropriate — expand prevention strategies,

ance strategies

such as the approach tested by the North Florida District

workload “upstream” in the compliance process to

Office of Research and Analysis, to other districts (CI06.2).

reduce costs and to resolve customer account problems

To generate more effective preventive strategies, the IRS
should continue to develop its compliance research
database and models to analyze compliance behavior.

It should also establish a new internal measure-

sooner

(CI06.9),

(CI06.7).

The IRS should move more of its

and a new Strategic Compliance Planning

Model should allocate resources to areas that have successfully improved compliance

(CI06.8).

It should also continue to support existing research and

To improve the consistency with which compliance cases

analysis programs in district offices and the data models

are handled and to ensure that smaller cases are resolved

at the heart of the research database

(CI06.1, CI06.3).

The Electronic Transcript Delivery System has been tested
under small-scale field testing. This system was developed to provide fast, accurate taxpayer information to
customers who have been authorized by Congress or
given explicit permission by taxpayers to receive it. This
system is being tested to provide income and compliance
verification electronically within 24 hours rather than

before they escalate, the IRS should test new workload
selection criteria

(CI06.10) and

modernization program

include these criteria in its

(CI06.11).

These new workload

selection criteria should allow smaller dollar cases to be
resolved quickly. Resolving accounts early in the collection process will mean less burden, less interest and
fewer penalties for taxpayers and lower costs for the IRS.

• Promote Fair, Consistent Treatment

days or even weeks. To help people get the right informa-

Problem: Inconsistent treatment, slow resolution of

tion from the IRS when they need it, the IRS should roll

cases, and penalties that are unevenly applied contribute

out this transcript delivery system

(CI06.4) to

provide more

to taxpayers’ perception that they are not treated fairly by

accurate information to customers and to authorized third

the IRS. Currently, customers living in different IRS juris-

parties on a 24 hour turn-around. This should translate into

dictions may get different appeal results on similar issues

faster production of tax records for people seeking bank

following an audit.

loans, less red tape for disaster victims struggling to put
their lives back on track, and — an important benefit to
lenders and the government as a whole — less loan fraud.
The IRS should develop a transition plan to improve compliance
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tive compliance improvement strategies more easily

(CI06.5),

and find a way for districts to share effec-

A 1987 IRS report described many inconsistencies in the
use and administration of penalties, even among employees in the same office, because of differing attitudes about
fairness, noncompliance and the purpose of penalties. In
1992, the IRS opened an Office of Penalty Administration
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to resolve inconsistent administration and measure the
effectiveness of penalties. However, with 40 percent of
penalties being waived today, the Task Force questioned
whether the current system of penalties was working
effectively to encourage on-time payment of taxes without undue burden on taxpayers. Some even worried that
the system has evolved into one in which penalties can
be used to raise revenue, rather than to change taxpayer
behavior.

III.c Measure What
You Want
To Get
Background: The Internal Revenue Service is a
huge organization that, consistent with established man-

Actions: To promote greater consistency in the

agement principles and the Government Performance and

appeals process, regardless of where a taxpayer lives,

Results Act, uses a sophisticated measurement system to

the IRS should develop an automated database to record,

gauge its performance and that of its employees. However,

analyze and use national appeals data to promote fair

recent testimony before Congress demonstrated that this

treatment in appeals

(CI06.12).

The organization should

undertake a comprehensive review of the fairness and
effectiveness of all penalties, report to Congress and
make recommendations for legislative changes

(FP04.1).

To streamline the overall process for handling penalties,
the IRS should consider raising the current administrative
threshold giving employees expanded authority to eliminate or reduce penalties on the spot, during first contacts
with taxpayers and based on oral testimony

(FP04.3).

This

could allow employees to close more cases and reduce
more penalties in appropriate circumstances, without
requiring documentation or other more formal verification.

system includes measures that have inadvertently resulted
in the unfair treatment of taxpayers.
In early October 1997, Acting Commissioner Mike Dolan
suspended the use of dollar goals and quotas to rank the
33 district IRS offices based on their financial results; the
use of goals for field offices for revenue from collections
and audits; and the inclusion of penalties as part of
exam-recommended assessments. In announcing a complete ban on these and any similar measures that might
lead to unfair treatment, Vice President Gore said, “One
of the points the IRS front-line employees made to us
over and over again is: ‘You get what you measure.’”
If you have a performance measurement and rewards
system based on dollar goals, it can drive employees
toward actions that can lead to problems in their relationship with taxpayers.
The Task Force found that a balanced system of measures
is a core management tool in successful companies. This
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In recent years, the Government Performance and Results
Act has required federal agencies to begin measuring the

at profits, the stool will fall over.
If you don’t see that employee
satisfaction equals customer satis-

Bus

tion given to it. If you only look

ines

determined by the amount of atten-

faction, that the everyday work of
the frontline employee is how the
customer experiences the organi-

tion

Customer Service Standards,” encouraged these agencies to
use customer satisfaction in their performance measures. The
Task Force found that public agencies with strong enforce-

l

profits. The length of each leg is

dards and measures that encourage voluntary compliance

Emp

customer service, and the third as

mance. President Clinton’s Executive Order 12862, “Setting

sfac

s Re
sul

the employees, the second leg as

effectiveness of their programs and their overall perfor-

Sati
oyee

ts

three-legged stool, with one leg as

Customer Satisfaction

“Think of the organization as a

zation then the stool will tip over.

ment missions, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
and the Customs Service, are creating customer service stan-

with the law. They are also using customer feedback to
improve operations. Customer service standards include
such measures as customers’ assessment of courtesy, timeli-

A balanced measurement system

ness, clarity and accuracy of information.

guarantees that you can easily see

is what John West, who built the mea-

the status of your critical indicators

surement system at Federal Express,

Under a balanced scorecard system, the IRS would reward

calls “the three legs of the stool” —

the success of a customer-oriented approach to tax collec-

customer service, employee satisfac-

tion, heading off tax problems before they reach enforce-

tion, and business results. At Federal

ment. Similarly, an employee might be rewarded for a good

Express, the CEO and other top execu-

record of solving customer problems with one telephone call

tives spend a half day each week per-

rather than for cutting calls short because the goal is to

sonally resolving employee grievances.

spend as few minutes per telephone call as possible.

and thus know how well the entire
organization is functioning.”

John West, Federal Express

The bonus pool for FedEx executives gives equal importance to business performance, employee satisfaction and
customer satisfaction. At American Express, the evaluation formula includes traditional shareholders’ indicators
of business success, such as return on equity and net
profit growth, and productivity measures such as cost per
call. Equally important, however, are customer and
employee satisfaction. Customer satisfaction measures

• Create A Balanced Scorecard
Problem: IRS performance measures are production
driven, overvalue enforcement, focus on isolated steps, not
outcomes, and may inadvertently encourage unfair treatment
of taxpayers. However, getting rid of the wrong measures is
only part of the solution; the other part is to put the right
measures in place.

include timeliness and professionalism. Employee satis-

The lack of balance in the IRS’s measures is illustrated by the

faction surveys count for 25 percent of management

1996 IRS Data Book. Page after page describes financial and

evaluations.
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enforcement results in detail — $1.5 trillion collected,
$30 billion collected from delinquent accounts, 10,000

A Balanced Scorecard: Illustrative Measures

seizures of everything from jewelry to houses and cars,
750,000 liens, 3,109,000 levies on wages and accounts,
9,559 requests for a grand jury, and numbers of indict-

Business
Results

q % of customers

Customer Satis faction

Employee Satis faction

q % satisfied customers

q leadership and man-

ments, convictions and individuals “sent to prison” by

complying with tax

q convenient access

region. Yet Table 10, “Taxpayer Assistance and Education

laws

q accuracy of products

Programs,” takes up only one-third of a page in the 44

q % accurate returns

page document. It records 99 million taxpayers assisted

q % returns with full

by telephone, but says nothing about how many callers
received busy signals or were placed on hold. It reports
that 6.4 million taxpayers visited walk-in service sites but
says nothing about how long people waited or if they

q courtesy
q clarity of communica-

payment
q revenue collected

tion

q unsecured dollars

q completeness of

(dollars lost+dollars

and empathy
q partnership with
unions, local business
and others
q quality of worklife

resolution
q timeliness of services

owed)

were able to get the forms or answers they needed. And,

q cost of work

despite all the workload statistics, there is nothing about

q tax gap (a measure of

the people who do the work, other than their number,

and services

agement
q customer knowledge

non-compliance)

job, and race or national origin.
Actions: Effective October 1997, the IRS banned
measures that used enforcement activities to rank districts
and assign dollar goals to districts and service centers
(MS01).

As an immediate next step, in December 1997, the

including an annual independent survey of customers
(MS02.1),

and on input from employees in an annual survey

(MS02.2).

• Measure Performance On The Right Things

IRS and the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU)

Problem: An organizational emphasis on dollars

President Bob Tobias conferred to determine a joint

collected from enforcement activities discourages man-

labor/management approach to identify additional mea-

agers from putting resources into customer service, out-

sures that could lead to mistreatment of taxpayers and

reach, education, or creating partnerships with specific

that should be discontinued. The IRS should also work

industries to correct or prevent tax problems. The Task

with the NTEU to design and test, in 1998, a balanced

Force found little room in the existing measurement

scorecard that should rate the performance of the IRS and

system for managers or staff to be acknowledged for

its employees on: (1) customer service; (2) employee sat-

revenue generated as the result of successful efforts to

isfaction; and (3) business results

(MS02).

The balanced

scorecard should draw on direct customer feedback,

encourage voluntary compliance. The goal is compliance
— the measurement system needs to focus on the goal
and encourage multiple strategies to achieve it.
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Actions:

employees for successful team efforts

Communicate Standards: To send a clear message across

develop a revised system of measures that goes beyond

the organization that customer and employee satisfaction

the current emphasis on individual productivity (HP07.2) to

are important, the balanced scorecard needs to be inte-

emphasize team accomplishments, especially in provid-

grated with performance measurement, management and

ing excellent customer service. Individual special act

the reward systems. The IRS should begin by putting in

awards should also be focused on excellence in compe-

place standards that clearly describe expectations for

tencies and customer service

business results, customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction

(MS03.1).

It should revise the critical evaluation

elements and the reward structure for employees, beginning with executives and managers, to reflect a balanced
measurement system

(MS02.3).

(HP07.1).

It should

(HP07.3).

The IRS should set up a competency-based pass/fail
appraisal system for employees

(HP03.1)

that promotes

ongoing learning, counseling, and training geared to individual needs

(HP03.2).

This new system should separate

individual appraisals from awards, although both should

Accountability and Recognition for Performance: The IRS

remain focused on excellence

should take a number of steps to support and reinforce

evaluate the merit of making changes in the pay system

the shift in how it measures the performance of the

in the future

institution and its employees. It should not only make
clear to every employee that rude or discourteous treatment of taxpayers is unacceptable, but should also provide more reinforcement for positive behavior. It should
establish specific customer service expectations for individuals in key high-level, high-visibility positions (HP05.1)
and specific standards for customer service in every manager’s performance plan

(HP05.2).

To make it clear to front-

(HP03.3).

The IRS should also

(HP04.1).

Recognize Customer Service: IRS managers and executives should reward and recognize employees who provide outstanding customer service, introducing such
rewards as recognition for outstanding customer service
managers, peer customer service awards, and awards for
outstanding field executives in customer service excellence

(HP16.1, HP16.2).

line employees that it values customer service as well as
financial performance, the IRS should first rewrite the
critical job elements for all customer service representatives

(HP06.1)

and then for other positions, especially those

dealing directly with the public

(HP06.2),

to reflect customer

satisfaction outcomes.

Team Recognition: The IRS should move from individual
rewards for performance to a system that rewards
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III.d Help Employees
Serve
Customers

Many of their letters and e-mail messages describe IRS
employees battling delays and roadblocks to do their jobs
right — such as extracting needed information from separate and incompatible computer systems to solve simple
taxpayer problems.
“This job is frustrating enough without having to feel like
an idiot because it takes so long to do things. The com-

Background: One-half of the IRS’s more than

puter goes down half the time, sometimes in the middle

100,000 employees deal directly with customers. Although

of a conversation. It’s difficult to access some things

only eight percent of them work directly in taxpayer ser-

because of the way the command codes are . . . At times

vices, more than 40,000 other employees also deal with

the forms we have to fill out are low in supply or no

taxpayers on audits, collections or other activities.

supply and we have to hunt for a form. Or there’s no

Success in reinventing service at the IRS depends crucially
upon these front-line employees, their managers and the
other employees who support them. If, as industry has

paper in the printers and we can’t find any!!” wrote
Colleen Mathis, an employee in the IRS office in
Nashville, Tennessee.

learned, employee satisfaction and support are prerequi-

Just as the vast majority of Americans work hard and pay

sites for customer satisfaction, then the IRS has significant

their fair share of taxes, the vast majority of IRS employees

work ahead. According to a 1995 employee survey by

are dedicated, hard-working, civil servants. To help them

the IRS, only 56 percent of the employees were satisfied

serve taxpayers, IRS employees need systems that balance

with their jobs. Most employees do not believe that they

voluntary compliance, customer service and enforce-

are rewarded for providing high-quality service to taxpay-

ment, and they need the tools to do the job properly.

ers. Less than half feel that they are encouraged to come
up with new and better ways of doing things or that other
employees, the union or management are receptive to
change. Only about one-third feel that the IRS encourages
risk-taking without fear of punishment. Just a quarter believe
that management follows up on employee suggestions for
products, services and operational improvements.

Experience from private sector companies demonstrates
that real improvement in customer service requires full
participation of the workforce. The CEO of Citibank
recently said that the single most important performance
measure is employee well-being, which leads to customer satisfaction and in turn to business results. At Toyota, when the company asked employees to recommend

Each of the front-line IRS employees on the Task Force

ideas for improvement, it implemented 95 percent of the

represented hundreds more from all over the country

38,000 proposals in a single year with spectacular results.

who were interviewed by the Task Force or wrote in their

At a Xerox company event in the early 1980s, the CEO

concerns and suggestions for change to the Task Force.
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publicly bemoaned management’s belated discovery that

systems both within the customer service departments

the company’s profits had plummeted because it was

and across the entire organization

making shoddy merchandise. One of the manufacturing

improve employees’ access to information should contain

employees spoke up, telling the CEO that line employees

mechanisms to protect the privacy of taxpayer information.

had known all along that equipment was substandard,
but no one in management had asked about it. Starting
with this exchange, front-line employees became full
participants in a complete refocusing of the company.
The final result was a corporate turnaround that involved
employees and the union in quality control and won the
company the Baldrige Award for corporate excellence
in 1989.

All efforts to

Support IRS Employees Who Deal With the Public: As it
carries out the Modernization Blueprint, the IRS should
ensure that all employees who deal with the public have
electronic tools on their desk as their primary source of
information and technical support

(HP13.4).

To achieve this,

the IRS should determine the needs of customer service
representatives and ensure that the Modernization Blueprint’s electronic tools support these employees in meet-

• Give Employees The Tools They Need To
Do Their Jobs

ing customer service goals

(HP09.2, HP09.5).

The IRS should

also build additional applications directed at providing

Problem: Too many IRS employees simply do not

customer service so that all applications and systems

have access to the information and tools they need to do

designs will be performance-based and fully integrated

their jobs. Employees are as frustrated as customers when

with the IRS business systems

they can’t get current information about changes in the

means using the Modernization infrastructure to deliver

tax laws or don’t have a fax machine, tax forms or other

employee performance assistance methods and training

information they need to serve customers.

capabilities to the employee desktop whenever possible

(HP09.6, HP09.7).

This also

(HP02.8).

Actions:

Give Employees Electronic Access to Tax Law Informa-

Provide Appropriate Support in an Electronic Environment:

tion: New technology can give IRS employees much easi-

To employees who deliver customer service, even small

er and faster access to the huge amount of tax informa-

steps make a big difference. Where possible, the IRS

tion — technical, procedural and account-related — that

should provide employees with access to fax machines so

they need to provide outstanding customer service. The

that they can send forms and other information to cus-

IRS should expand work on the Electronic Performance

tomers

Support System being developed by the Electronic Perfor-

improve employees’ immediate workstations to better

mance Support System Institute to give employees access

serve their customers

to tax law information

(HP09.1).

Early work should focus on

creating and deploying the first generation of technology
specifically directed at serving customers
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(HP09.4).

(HP09.3).

The

overall goal is to expand electronic performance support

(CI03.9).

The IRS should also review the need to

(CI03.11).

Also, as information tech-

nology changes how the organization does business, the
IRS should continue to ask employees for ideas on how
automation can improve operations

(CI03.10).
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• Reinvent Training For Better Customer Service

methods are insufficient. The IRS should use interactive

Problem: Today IRS employees are not adequately

video training during the initial rollout of the proposed

trained to serve customers. According to a 1995 IRS

changed mission, and follow up by continuing regular pro-

employee survey, only 44 percent of the employees

grams focusing on customer service and organizational

thought that they receive the training they need. An IRS

goals relating to customer satisfaction

workforce that serves its customers needs the behavioral

should become the major training delivery system for all-

and technical skills to answer questions, resolve problems

employee and other large-group training sessions

and meet other customer needs.

Video training

(HP08.1).

• Get The Right People In The Right Jobs

Actions:

Problem: The IRS needs to do a better job of select-

Assess and Train Employees in The Skills and Behaviors

ing, training, evaluating, rewarding and supporting those

They Need: The IRS should close the gap between its

employees who directly serve customers. The employee

business needs and the skills possessed by its employees,

selection process has too many unproductive steps and

building on the Performance-Based Development System

excessive reviews and too little focus on identifying can-

that is currently under development. This System

didates with the necessary job skills. The process leaves

has defined the required general competencies, the gap

managers with little flexibility or authority and results in

between present and those desired competencies, and

the hiring of potentially unqualified employees.

(HP02.2)

competency training needs. The IRS should assess the
skills of its employees and match their skills to jobs (HP02.1,
HP02.3).

It should also provide training where there is a gap

between the skills demonstrated by employees and those
needed by the IRS

(HP02.4, and HP02.5).

The Task Force believes that to really make a difference
in how the IRS serves customers, the IRS must fundamentally change how it selects, trains, evaluates, rewards and
supports its employees

(HP01.1).

This begins with defining

the skills that are required to serve customers and then

Set Goals: To serve as an incentive, the IRS should set a

making them part of the process for recruiting, selecting

goal of achieving core customer service skills for IRS

and promoting employees. The IRS has already identified

employees that are higher than the national average for

specific behavioral skills, such as customer sensitivity and

business

(HP02.6).

To sustain its focus on learning and skill

listening, that are needed for customer service positions,

development, the IRS should also begin annual reviews

and has made progress defining technical skills, such as

of gaps between employee skills and organizational

knowledge of tax law, needed for other positions.

requirements
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(HP08.2).

(HP02.7).

Actions:

Use Emerging Technologies to Support Learning:

Change How Employees Are Selected: The IRS should

High-quality training is an important factor in creating

use pre-employment screening and testing of skills in hir-

excellent customer service. Traditional, classroom-bound

ing, starting with customer service personnel

(HP01.6, HP01.9,
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HP01.10, HP01.11, HP01.12).

It should define measurable techni-

(HP17.2),

and should solicit more employee feedback about
(HP17.4).

To the maximum

cal and behavioral skills required for all positions (HP01.2)

current family-friendly programs

and apply them to the selection of executive, managerial

extent possible, the IRS should make child care more

and bargaining unit positions

affordable for IRS employees

(HP01.7, HP01.8).

It should also

use the Internet to let candidates know what skills IRS is
seeking

(HP02.9).

(HP17.1)

and expand flexi-

place or telecommuting arrangements

(HP17.3).

• Create An Ideas Advocate

Create a Diverse Pool of Qualified Candidates: To shorten

Problem: Front-line employee knowledge about

the process of hiring internal candidates and to identify

customer needs and ways to satisfy those needs is the

and select qualified employees, the IRS should offer a

backbone of successful customer service organizations.

self-administered pre-qualification test to interested indi-

Currently, there is no effective avenue for front-line

viduals

(HP01.3),

create a pre-qualified pool of internal can-

didates possessing these skills, and fill vacancies from this
pool

(HP01.4, HP01.5).

• Foster A Family-Friendly Workplace
Problem: Employees and the work environment in

employees to submit their ideas directly to decision-makers. Nor is there a central place for coordination and
communication of the various efforts and new ideas that
are being pursued on an ad hoc basis within the organization.

an organization often have an impact on the way cus-

Action: The IRS should, within current resources,

tomers are treated. One element of this work environ-

create an Ideas Advocate who will communicate directly

ment included in the Task Force review was the IRS’s

with the Commissioner regarding employee suggestions

implementation of President Clinton’s June 1996 Presi-

for improvement

dential memorandum to all Executive Branch Heads and
the Federal Employees Family-Friendly Leave Act. Across
the federal government, as well as in the private sector,
workers are trying to balance work and family responsibilities. The IRS has made positive strides in implementing a family-friendly work environment, but there is not
yet an organization-wide understanding of these initiatives. As a result, they have not been implemented evenly

(HP12.1).

The Ideas Advocate should:

• Encourage and collect ideas from employees; ideas
should be able to go directly from any employee
through the Ideas Advocate, to the Commissioner;
• Provide feedback to employees about individual
suggestions that are implemented; and
• Communicate with IRS employees and others to
promote customer service.

across the IRS.
Actions: The Task Force calls for building on the
IRS’s successes and expanding current programs to foster
a family-friendly workplace. The IRS should, where
appropriate, allow more employees to use flexible hours
88
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• Get The Customer Service Message Out
Problem: In an organization as large as the IRS, it

IV.

Conclusion

takes much too long for front-line employees to learn
about new procedures, changing operations and goals.
Actions:

On May 20, 1997, Vice President Gore and Treasury Sec-

Start Right Away: Before the end of the 1998 filing season,
the IRS should have an intensive, organization-wide special training program to introduce employees to the new
approach to customer service (HP15.1).

retary Rubin set forth a broad challenge to the IRS: to
dramatically improve the way it serves its customers —
the American taxpayers. The Customer Service Task
Force spent five months interviewing customers, analyz-

To further support the new emphasis on customer

ing data, and evaluating best practices in an effort to

service, the IRS should:

meet that challenge.

• develop an annual IRS-wide customer service

The IRS has already begun to build a new relationship

orientation for all employees

with its customers. On Saturday November 15, it held

(HP15.2);

• create a customer service brochure to highlight
and communicate the customer service expectations
of IRS employees

tomers met face-to-face with IRS officials to solve their
tax problems. Approximately 6,300 taxpayers attended

(HP15.3);

• centralize oversight and responsibility for major
communication initiatives

the first of monthly “Problem Solving Days,” where cus-

(CM05.1);

the first Problem Solving Day, and 75 percent of respondents to the day’s satisfaction survey gave the IRS the

and

• give the course entitled “Leading Empowered
Workgroups” to all managers and employees
(HP11.5, HP11.6).

highest rating for overall service.
The IRS has also already stopped ranking district offices
based on revenue measures and has implemented an

Use Every Means to Get the Message Out: The IRS

interim procedure to ensure that the seizures of taxpayer

should use the new tools of electronic communication,

property are made only when appropriate. These and

including the Voice Messaging System, IRS Intranet, bul-

other recent activities demonstrate the IRS’s commitment

letin boards, interactive video teleconferencing, as well

to rebuild the trust of the American people. It may be

as paper communications, to deliver quarterly reports on

impossible to hope that the public will ever love the tax

IRS performance to all employees

(HP13.2).

It should also

use the Intranet to reinforce a consistent customer service
message

(HP15.4),

and use Intranet and other technology to

collector, but in time they may agree that the IRS does a
difficult job fairly, respectfully, and courteously.
This report covers a wide variety of issues, ranging from

improve the distribution of information that employees
need to keep up with changes that affect customers, such
90

as changes in tax laws and procedures

(CM05.2).
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telephone service to notices to electronic filing. It also
addresses the needs of a variety of customers, including
individuals and small businesses. The changes it recommends will not occur overnight, for many of them require
new computer systems, legislative changes, or a substantial transformation in the way the organization thinks and
operates. The speed with which the recommendations
can be implemented also depends significantly upon the
availability of resources and the support of both IRS management and front-line IRS employees. Regardless of the
pace of implementation, however, the recommendations
represent a new way for the IRS to do business. The Customer Service Task Force report helps pave the way for
creating an IRS that the American public deserves.
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Appendix
Listing Of
Actions
This appendix provides a summary of the actions recommended in the preceeding report. The actions are listed in the
order of the topic heading under which they appear in the text.
In addition to a tracking number, each action has a two-letter
code, which refers to the team on the Customer Service Task
Force that developed the recommendation (see list of
abbreviations below).

Team
Abbreviation

Team Title

CM

Communications

CI

Customer Interaction

CF

Customer Focus

FP

Filing and Payment

HP

Human Potential

MS

Measures

NC

Notices and Correspondence

SB

Small Business
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

II.

A New Direction For Service

II.a. Simplify Forms, Notices and Correspondence

Action #

NC02.9

Review all relevant information to determine if the dollar tolerance level at
which notices are issued can be increased.

NC02.10

Coordinate with Internal Audit , Compliance Research, and Customer Service to determine if IRS has collected any data to support or negate the
proposal to increase the dollar level at which notices are issued.

FP01.1

In 1998 step up its efforts to inform the nearly two million older and lowerincome taxpayers who are currently filing federal tax returns aware that they
don’t need to do so, saving the taxpayers and the IRS time and money.

FP02.1

Study doing away with the requirement to file Form 4868, Application of
Automatic Extension of Time to File U.S. Individual Income Tax Return, except
when a payment is due.

• Use Plain, Clear And Courteous Language
NC01.1

By 1999, rewrite in plain language the most frequently used notices, like those
for late payment or mathematical errors. These notices will be released only
after they are tested for clarity and acceptance by taxpayers who do not have
accounting or tax law expertise.

NC01.3

Work with the National Performance Review’s Plain Language Team to rewrite
the “top 10 worst offenders” by the end of 1997.

NC03.1

Immediately review and carry out all appropriate recommendations contained
in a 1990 IRS study of correspondence — for example requiring that all
non-computer-generated notices and letters contain the signature and
telephone number of the employee who will be working on the account.

Description of Action

• Tailor Communication To Customers
CM04.1

Tailor publications and products more closely to the needs of customers.

CM04.2

During 1999, create easy-to-read brochures to provide important information on tax benefits and obligations when and where taxpayers need it, such
as at banks or realty companies during the process of purchasing a home.

NC03.2

Review past records of incoming customer correspondence.

NC03.3

Determine which categories could be better handled by making a telephone
call, rather than writing a letter, and make recommended changes.

CM03.1

Improve and expand the availability of tax products and information in Spanish.

Standardize the format and content of written responses, using appropriate
commercial computer software.

CM03.2

Expand availability of tax products and information in languages other than
English and Spanish, as appropriate.

Redesign the most important forms and publications, focusing on clarity and
ease of use.

CM01.3

Ensure prompt distribution about new tax laws and other issues to employees.

NC03.4

CM01.1

CM01.2

By 2000, rewrite the basic 1040 instruction package and test it for clarity on
people who do not have tax law or accounting backgrounds.

CM01.4

Acknowledge the communications it receives from the taxpayers about
problems and apologize when it makes a mistake.
• Eliminate Unnecessary Notices And Contact With The IRS

NC02.5

A.2

By the end of 1998, eliminate additional low value notices. This will eliminate more than 45 million pieces of mail annually, almost one-third of the
total number of notices the IRS has been sending to taxpayers.

APPENDIX

• Reinvent How Notices Are Managed
NC02.1

Map the pattern of when and how notices are issued.

NC02.2

Merge notice issuance pattern data with telephone performance data.

NC02.3

Identify the impact of notice issuance patterns on telephone performance.

NC02.4

Integrate changes to notice issuance processes into overall network management, call routing, forecasting and scheduling system.

NC02.6

Adjust the notice issuance pattern from peak to non-peak periods.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

NC02.7

Determine which notices direct customers to telephone numbers where the
issue cannot be resolved on-line.

NC02.8

Flatten the notice issuance pattern throughout each tax year.

NC02.13

Establish a new full-time position of a “notices gatekeeper,” who will have the
authority and accountability to manage the entire notice process.

NC02.14

The responsibilities of the gatekeeper should include adherence to IRS
policies regarding the use, generation, and mailing of corporate notices.

NC02.15

Link gatekeeper responsibility with the automated call routing capability.

NC02.16

Make the gatekeeper responsible for providing input into the standard-setting
for new notices.

NC02.17

Empower the notice gatekeeper to be responsible for alerting all customer
service assistors, walk-in managers and customer advocates about any new,
irregular, or problem notices.

NC02.18

Institute an improved “early warning system,” so that the IRS can notify
tax preparers and others promptly when problem notices are generated
and mailed.

NC01.2

Determine the appropriate software solution to create rewritten notices, and
merge them with the appropriate account data.

Action #

II.b. Provide Better Telephone Service
• Provide Telephone Services 24 Hours A Day, Seven Days A Week
CI01.2

By January 1, 1998, expand telephone service to 6 days a week, 16 hours
a day. By January 1, 1999, expand telephone services to 7 days a week, 24
hours a day.

CI01.4

Use multiple strategies to reduce demand on the telephone lines such as
educating customers on when to expect refunds.
• Support Service With Modern Technology

CI01.7

Over the long term the IRS Modernization Blueprint will improve assistance
to customers by making accurate, electronically accessible and up-to-theminute information available to authorized employees.

CI01.8

In 1999, take steps to make TeleTax refund information system more reliable
to help more taxpayers check on the status of their refunds over the phone.

CI02.1

Complete a study of why most people hang up when they use the automated
menu and recommend needed modifications to current plans.
• Customize More Services To Meet Taxpayer Needs

CI01.1

In 1998, begin using new call routing technology to provide information that
is geared to specific customer needs — such as the tax implications of the
sale of a house, retirement or job change.

CI01.3

IRS notices should advise taxpayers the best time of day to call to discuss their
particular type of question. The IRS should use its data systems to let the
employees answering the telephone know when to expect these kinds of calls
so that they are prepared to help.

CI01.6

Continue existing tax preparer telephone services. Provide a nationwide telephone service for tax preparers.

CI03.12

Conduct a study to determine if having only one toll-free telephone number
is sufficient to meet customers needs.

• Forward The Mail
NC04.1

Track returned and undelivered mail, review current procedures for handling
it, and determine precisely how much this process costs the IRS.

NC04.2

Examine the legal issues involved in using third-party change of address
information and, if necessary, propose legislation to allow the use of this
information to update taxpayer accounts.

NC04.3

Develop procedures for getting change of address information from taxpayers over the telephone or from a third-party source such as the U.S. Postal
Service.

Description of Action

NC04.4

Explore using the U.S. Postal Service’s existing change of address mechanisms
to ensure that IRS mail is forwarded to the right addresses.

CI03.13

Continue to provide specialized assistance to large corporations in the
service centers.

NC04.5

After developing a system for electronically updating addresses in its computer
files, the IRS should install and maintain the system.

HP14.1

To further improve the quality of phone service, the IRS should
allow employees with multilingual skills to assist customers in Spanish and
other languages.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

Action #

II.c. Provide Better Face-To-Face Service

II.d. Help Small Business

• Expand Walk-In Services
CI04.2

Beginning in 1998 open district offices on Saturdays during the busiest
weekends of the filing season.

CI04.3

Expand the telephone information system so that people can find out when
and where they can get face-to-face help.

Description of Action

• Help Start-Up Businesses
SB01.1

Assist new employers who have just applied for a Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) with information on relevant tax information where
possible.

SB01.2

Beginning in 1998 team up with other federal agencies, financial institutions,
tax preparers, state and local authorities and others to provide tax information,
training and consultative services to small start-up businesses. These services
are designed to make record keeping, filing and payment requirements as
simple and easy as possible.

CI05.1

Before closing a walk-in office, the IRS should create a plan for effective
alternatives to serve customers.

CI05.2

If an office with walk-in services must close, the district should conduct a
public media campaign to inform the public of the closure and where to seek
help in the future.

SB02.2

Create and make available to new businesses a start-up kit with multi-agency
tax information.

Study the feasibility of extending audit appointments to include evenings and
weekends for the convenience of the customer.

SB03.3

Develop and publish clear, simple brochures giving tax tips on new
obligations as businesses change — for example, when hiring employees,
expanding the business, converting from a sole proprietorship to a partnership, incorporating, or shutting down.

SB05.1

Send a letter to business customers who have made first-time deposit errors
to tell them if the penalty has been waived and to tell them how to avoid mistakes in making their next deposit.

CI06.13

• Make Forms More Available
CM02.1

Make expanded use of the Internet to meet taxpayer needs, supplementing
current forms and publications with updated tax information.

CM02.2

Expand use of CD-ROMs to ensure that forms and publications are
available in all walk-in offices. Make master versions of basic 1040 forms
and tax tables available in copy stores and other locations where they can
be photocopied.

CM02.3

Make more forms more available for those customers that do not use Internet, and publicize the location of forms to taxpayers.

CI04.1

Beginning in 1999, open additional temporary community-based locations
during peak season to make publications and forms available in banks,
libraries, shopping malls, and other locations.

CI04.4

A.6

Work with state and local tax agencies to establish “tax stores” — locations
where forms and a range of other tax services can be provided.
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• Communicate More Clearly With Less Paper
SB03.1

Develop a permanent method to seek feedback from small businesses
about which forms, publications and specific line items are the most
problematic.

SB03.2

Test new forms and publications for clarity with small business owners
and employees.

SB03.4

Continue the development of EZ forms for incorporated businesses and other
filing entities.

SB04.2

In 1998 expand the successful TeleFile program to let many small businesses
to use their telephones to file Form 941 and report employment taxes.

SB04.3

Provide e-mail for small businesses to resolve tax account problems, once
the IRS develops a way to protect the privacy of taxpayer information over
e-mail.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

SB04.5

Seek a feasible no-cost solution to let small businesses use credit cards as a
payment option for tax balances due.

SB05.3

Help and encourage small businesses to use the Electronic Federal Tax
Payment Systems (EFTPS), conduct focus groups to get feedback on the system
from small business customers and market the electronic system in ways that
make clear how it can benefit small businesses.

SB08.1

Rewrite notices in a manner small business owners understand.

SB08.2

Identify notices that can be eliminated or sent less frequently.

SB08.3

Find ways to notify small business customers promptly if problem notices are
generated and mailed.

SB08.5

Standardize the format and content of written responses to reduce
inconsistencies in notices that are sent to small business customers.

Action #

SB09.3

Description of Action

Create forms, publications, notices and brochures in Spanish.
• Promote One-Stop Service

SB02.1

Working in partnership with other small business stakeholders, make use of
electronic tools, creating a Small Business Corner on the IRS Home Page, or
provide one-stop information, education, and registration services to the small
business community.

SB02.3

Develop a strategy to open more one-stop business assistance centers in
partnership with federal, state, and local agencies.

SB04.1

To give small businesses a single point reporting of tax and wage data to meet
the requirements of the Internal Revenue Service, Social Security Administration, the Department of Labor, and state agencies, continue to work to
support the Simplified Tax and Wage Reporting System program.

SB04.4

Promote further use of “joint installment agreements” for businesses that have
federal and state tax liabilities.

• Provide Knowledgeable, Convenient Help

• Help Businesses With Problems

Partner with trade associations to provide timely, updated information specific
to small businesses in a variety of industries through association newsletters,
trade journals, web sites, and other communication systems.

SB04.2

Analyze the costs and benefits of handling of all Federal Tax Deposit
penalties in one centralized location.

SB07.1

By the 1999 tax season, provide small businesses with 24 hour a day phone
assistance geared to their needs.

SB05.2

SB07.2

Seek to route telephone calls from small businesses to specific individuals who
have training and the authority to answer business tax questions and resolve
tax account problems.

Test the use of specially trained employees to make educational telephone
calls to new employers, and specifically to new employers when the IRS first
discovers a mistake in handling their Federal Tax Deposits.

SB05.4

Work with payroll and accountant groups to help educate individuals who
make deposits for small businesses.

SB07.3

Review the existing and proposed uses of IRS interactive voice response units
to ensure that small business needs are met in a cost-effective manner.

SB05.5

SB07.4

Explore the use of telephone calls instead of written notices or letters.

Develop training materials and courses to educate IRS employees about
deposit requirements, penalties and consistent use of reasonable cause
provisions for waiving penalties.

SB08.4

Explore for new ways of communicating with the small businesses.

SB05.6

Expand the approach of the Penalty Help Line developed in Kansas City if
it proves to be an effective way to provide assistance to small businesses.

SB09.1

Improve communications with those small business customers who do not
use English as their primary language by carrying out a multilingual strategy
that includes written, face-to-face, and telephone communication.

SB05.7

Test the use of outgoing telephone calls in lieu of written notices in certain
potential penalty situations.

SB09.2

Provide nationwide toll-free Spanish language telephone service for small
business owners.

SB01.3
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

SB05.8

Work with troubled small businesses to help them comply, stay in business,
and avoid future tax problems, expanding on successful pilot programs in California, Maine and elsewhere.

SB06.1

Study and make improvements regarding penalty administration for
small businesses, including considering raising the threshold for forgiving
penalties based on oral testimony.

CI02.2

CI02.3

Description of Action

CI03.6

Ensure an adequate supply of forms and materials are available to allow
employees to do their jobs.

CI03.7

Ensure employees are properly and promptly informed on new information.

CI03.8

Ensure employees have access, when appropriate, to the multiple databases
and systems needed to resolve customer issues in one contact.

II.e. Create A Problem Solving System
That Works

FP07.1

Load all Non-Master File (NMF) accounts in one place and load them into
a secure on-line data system to improve their accessibility.

• Resolve Customer Problems In One Contact

FP07.2

Put currently uncollectible accounts in the automated Non-Master File,
where appropriate.

FP07.3

Ensure that the special units in the service centers that service these accounts
are properly staffed.

FP07.4

To reach a long-term solution, the Modernization Blueprint calls for the
consolidation of all accounts into a new unified system.

FP03.1

Emphasize to all employees the need to honor all valid Powers of Attorney,
and to process them promptly.

FP03.2

Improve training on Powers of Attorney.

FP03.3

Establish telephone assistance service centers for authorizations.

FP03.4

Expedite input from locations that do not process authorizations by faxing
them to sites that process them.

FP03.5

Draft regulations for acceptance of oral tax information authorizations.

Establish a process in every office that puts any run-around burden on the IRS,
and removes it from the customer.
Ensure that there is sufficient technical staffing at the telephone numbers given
to taxpayers for assistance on these “underreporter” notices, and find ways
to overcome the barriers to resolving these cases by telephone.

CI02.4

In cases where issues could best be resolved in writing the IRS should
specifically advise taxpayers on what information and documents they need
to provide.

CI02.5

The IRS should develop and carry out a cost effective plan to expand the
number of IRS assistance centers working on underreporter cases, again —
where possible — using more telephone calls instead of written notices to
resolve cases.

CI03.1

Action #

Working with NTEU, IRS should create more flexible job descriptions to better
support the workload demand.

CI03.2

Conduct an analysis and develop plans to refine and improve its toll-free
service.

FP03.6

Give all locations the ability to input authorizations and hold the person
receiving the authorization responsible for assuring input.

CI03.3

Conduct an analysis to increase, or consistently define, what an IRS employee
can resolve over the telephone. Do not place the 1-800-829-8815 number
or notices that cannot be resolved by telephone.

FP03.8

Accept oral tax information authorizations.

FP03.9

Establish a centralized computer database to speed authorizations.

CI03.4

Provide simplified, agency-wide guidance that spells out what kinds of
cases employees are able to resolve over the telephone.

FP03.10

Accept electronic authorizations and record them immediately while meeting privacy and security requirements.

CI03.5

Continually revisit the guidelines to identify procedural changes or training
needs.
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Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

• Make It Easy For People To Get Problems Solved
CI07.1

Beginning on November 15, 1997, institute monthly “IRS Problem Solving
Days” in every district where employees will meet with taxpayers to hear and
resolve problems.

FP11.1

Implement a policy that will allow District Directors to approve and issue
emergency tax refunds to customers in one business day.
• Track And Use Data On Complaints

Action #

Description of Action

FP09.3

Extend TeleFile for businesses to allow small companies to meet federal tax
deposit reporting requirements over the phone.

FP09.4

In 1998 increase the number of forms that can be filed electronically and educate customers about the benefits of electronic filing — fewer hassles, fewer
contacts with the IRS and faster refunds.

FP09.5

Market TeleFile aggressively to individual taxpayers.

FP09.6

Conduct extensive market research to find out how electronic filing can better
meet customer needs.

FP06.1

Beginning immediately, using the Taxpayer Advocate’s Problem Resolution
Information System (PROMIS), the IRS should track complaints.

FP09.7

In 1999, the IRS should work to enable taxpayers to file paperless by eliminating the need for mailing in W-2s and other forms and for paper signatures.

FP06.2

Set up a system that systematically raises the priority of cases which have not
been addressed to ensure that the appropriate management level is involved.

FP09.9

Use information from private industry and tax practitioners as a basis for
new services.

CI07.2

When any complaint is unresolved after a reasonable period of time, reassign the case to the next higher management level.

FP09.10

Allow taxpayers to resolve tax questions by e-mail without jeopardizing
taxpayer privacy.

FP03.7

Design a system to ensure that individual employees and managers are held
accountable for the fair and speedy resolution of problems.

FP09.11

Offer tax practitioners the option of filing an electronic Power of Attorney for
their clients.

HP13.3

The Taxpayer Advocate should develop a process to identify solutions to
systemic problems identified by taxpayers. These solutions should be brought
to the attention of the Commissioner when necessary.

NC02.11

Determine the feasibility of issuing notices electronically — test and
implement.

NC02.12

Re-examine the work on filing and notices previously completed to determine
current usability.

II.f. Prepare For A Paperless Future

• Introduce New Payment Options

• Upgrade Technology To Improve Customer Service
CI01.7

The IRS Modernization Blueprint will improve assistance to customers by
making accurate, electronically accessible and up-to-the-minute information
available on taxpayer returns and accounts while protecting taxpayer privacy.
• Offer More Electronic Filing Options

FP09.1

Solicit ideas from private industry and tax practitioners to increase the use of
electronic filing.

FP09.2

By 1998, the IRS should increase by 3 million, or about 10%, the number
of taxpayers who are eligible to use TeleFile — the telephone filing system.
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FP09.8

For the first time, beginning in 1999 taxpayers who file their returns electronically will be able to pay their taxes with a direct withdrawal from their
bank accounts.

FP09.12

Offer credit card payment for balances due. Seek credit industry partners to
pilot-test credit cards for taxpayers who file electronically in 1999.
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Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

• Promote One-Stop Service On A World Class Web Site On The
Internet

Action #

HP10.1

Create a long-term program to make the IRS culture more customer-friendly.
Engage the entire IRS workforce at all levels; challenge long-held values
and beliefs about how the organization works and carries out its mission;
and hold the IRS and its employees accountable for providing excellent
customer service.

HP10.2

Use four fundamental strategies: (1) establish and write out a clear mission
statement to guide the bureau; (2) create executive and management buyin; (3) align the organization’s policies, procedures, systems, and structures
to support employees as they work toward the accomplishment of the new
purpose; and (4) gain the commitment of all members of the workforce.

HP10.3

Manage implementation of the cultural change through methods identified
in the plan.

HP13.1

Continue benchmarking with industry and other government agencies and
establish a means to institutionalize best practices within the IRS.

CM06.1

Communicate early successes in program and policy changes throughout
the organization.

The IRS should continue to improve and promote the use of the Internet
to provide new services and products.

FP09.13

III.

A Customer Service Revolution

III.a.

Treat Taxpayers As Customers

• Lead The Way
Empower front-line managers to approve employees’ suggestions, but a
“no” needs to be referred to the next level of management and to the
Ideas Advocate.

HP11.1

Allow employees who have been trained to answer a customer’s inquiry,
to answer that question whether assigned to that specific issue or not.

HP11.2

IRS leadership should review and remove barriers, including organizational
and structural obstacles, that prevent effective job performance.

HP11.3

HP18.1

Establish a uniform set of leadership competencies for all levels of management.

HP18.2

IRS managers from the Commissioner on down should spend time each
year serving customers directly.
• Build A System That Focuses On Customers

CF02

Collect data that will help the IRS understand the particular needs of customer segments and their key life events.

CF03

Any realignment of the IRS organization should include an emphasis on
excellent customer service.

CF04

Develop a measurement and performance system that regularly obtains
and uses customer input.
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Description of Action

• Seek Changes In The Tax Code
FP05.1

Identify provisions of the Internal Revenue Code requiring improvement or
simplification, consistent with other important tax policy goals — including
considerations of fairness, equity, economic efficiency, progressiveness and
revenue collection.

FP05.2

Maintain ongoing communication with the Treasury Department to identify
existing Code provisions that are sources of significant compliance or
administrative burdens for taxpayers or the IRS and develop proposals for
reducing these burdens.

FP05.3

Work with private sector groups, such as bar associations, professional tax
associations and academic groups, to identify and develop proposals to
forward to the Treasury Department to improve and simplify the Code.
• Develop A New Mission Statement

CF01

Develop a simpler and more focused mission statement that commits to serve
taxpayers as customers.

FP08.1

Make checks payable to the United States Treasury instead of the Internal Revenue Service.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

III.b. Ensure Fair Treatment For Taxpayers

Action #

FP04.3

• Help Taxpayers Get It Right
Continue to support existing research and analysis programs in district
offices and the data models at the heart of the compliance research database.

CI06.1

CI06.2

Where appropriate, expand prevention strategies to other districts such as the
approach tested by the North Florida District Office of Research and Analysis.

CI06.3

Continue to support the development of research database and models.

CI06.4

Test and roll out the Electronic Transcript Delivery System to help people get
the right information from the IRS when they need it.

Description of Action

Consider raising the current administrative threshold giving IRS employees
expanded authority to eliminate or reduce penalties on the spot, during first
contacts with taxpayers and based on oral testimony.
III.c. Measure What You Want To Get
• Create A Balanced Scorecard

MS01

Effective immediately, the IRS will ban measures such as using enforcement
activities to rank districts and assigning dollar goals for districts and service
centers.

MS02

Work with the NTEU to design and test a balanced scorecard to evaluate the
IRS and its employees in 1998. The scorecard will rate performance on: (1)
customer service; (2) employee satisfaction; and (3) business results.

CI06.5

Develop a transition plan to improve compliance.

CI06.6

Find a way for IRS districts to share effective compliance improvement
strategies more easily.

MS02.1

Link balanced scorecard on direct customer feedback, including an annual
independent survey of customers.

CI06.7

Implement a new internal measurement system, the Alternative Treatment
Revenue Measure, to give districts credit for results from these new
compliance strategies.

MS02.2

Link the balanced scorecard on input from employees in an annual employee
survey.

CI06.8

Implement a Strategic Compliance Planning Model (SCPM) to allocate
resources to areas which have successfully improved compliance.

MS03.1

Put in place standards which clearly describe expectations for business
results, customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction.

Begin to move additional workload “upstream” in the compliance process
to reduce costs and to resolve customer account problems sooner.

MS02.3

Revise critical evaluation elements and the reward structure for employees,
to reflect a balanced measurement system. Start with executives and managers.

HP05.1

Establish specific customer service expectations for individuals in key, highlevel, high-visibility positions.

HP05.2

Establish specific standards for customer service in every IRS manager’s
performance plan.

HP06.1

Rewrite critical job elements for all customer service representatives.

HP06.2

Rewrite the critical job elements, for all occupations, especially those dealing
directly with the public.

HP07.1

Move from individual rewards for performance to a system that rewards the
members of the organization for successful team efforts.

• Measure Performance On The Right Things

CI06.9

CI06.10

Test new workload selection criteria.

CI06.11

Include new workload selection criteria in its modernization program.
• Promote Fair, Consistent Treatment

CI06.12

FP04.1
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Develop an automated database to record, analyze and use national
appeals data to promote fair treatment in appeals.
The organization should undertake a comprehensive review of the fairness
and effectiveness of all penalties, report to Congress and make recommendations for legislative changes.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

Action #

Description of Action

HP07.2

Develop a revised system of measures that goes beyond the agency’s current
emphasis on individual productivity.

HP09.5

Incorporate desktop performance support tools into the Modernization
Blueprint.

HP07.3

Individual special act awards should be focused on excellence in competencies
and customer service.

HP09.6

Build additional applications targeted to customer needs.

HP09.7
HP03.1

Set up a competency-based pass/fail appraisal system.

Ensure that all applications and systems designs at this stage are performancecentered and integrated with the business system.

HP03.2

Replace the current evaluation process with one that promotes on-going
learning, counseling and training geared to individual needs.

HP13.4

As it carries out the Modernization Blueprint, ensure that all employees who
deal with the public have electronic tools on their desks as their primary
source of information and technical support.

HP03.3

Separate individual appraisals from awards, although both should remain
focused on excellence.

HP02.8

Use the planned “Modernization” infrastructure to deliver employee
performance assistance methods and training capabilities to each employee’s
desktop, whenever possible.

HP04.1

Evaluate the merit of pursuing pay system changes in the future.

HP16.1

Managers and executives at all levels must support efforts to reward and
recognize employee contributions toward better customer service.

CI03.9

Provide employees with access to fax machines, where possible, so that they
can send forms and other information to customers.

HP16.2

Implement such awards as: peer customer service award; extra mile award;
practitioner’s award; outstanding customer service manager; outstanding customer service employee; single biggest customer service contribution; and,
outstanding field executive for customer service excellence.

CI03.10

Continue to ask employees for ideas on how automation could improve
operations.

CI03.11

Review the need to improve employees‘ immediate workstations to better
service their customers.
• Reinvent Training For Better Customer Service

III.d. Help Employees Serve Customers
• Give Employees The Tools They Need To Do Their Jobs

HP02.1

Create a skills bank that identifies the skills of its employees.

HP02.2

Close the gap between IRS’s business needs and skills possessed by
employees.

HP02.3

Change the internal listing of required employee skills to place
greater emphasis on skills needed for customer service. Assess the
skills of IRS employees and match their skills to jobs.

HP09.1

Expand work on the Electronic Performance Support System being developed
by the Electronic Performance Support System Institute to give employees access
to tax law information.

HP09.2

Determine the needs of customer service representatives and incorporate into
the Modernization Blueprint.

HP09.3

Create and deploy the first generation of performance support technology
specifically directed at serving customers.

HP02.4

Assess the skills of its employees and train those with the most critical needs.

HP09.4

Expand electronic performance support systems within the customer service
departments and across the entire IRS organization.

HP02.5

Train additional employees with critical skills needs.

HP02.6

Set a goal of achieving core customer service skills that are higher
than the national average for business.
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Listing Of Actions

Listing Of Actions

Description of Action

Action #

Action #

Description of Action

HP02.7

Begin annual reviews of gaps between employee skills and organizational
requirements.

HP01.12

Develop competencies for all other occupations where the IRS anticipates
hiring or selecting.

HP08.1

Make interactive video training the major training delivery system for all
employees and other large-employee-group training subjects.

HP02.9

Use Internet technology to reach out to future employees by sharing IRS
competency needs.

HP08.2

Use interactive video training extensively during the initial rollout of the proposed changed mission. Follow up by continuing regular programs focusing
on customer service, and organizational goals relating to customer satisfaction.
• Get The Right People In The Right Jobs

• Foster A Family-Friendly Workplace
HP17.1

To the maximum extent possible, make child care more affordable for IRS
employees.

HP17.2

Allow more employees to use flexible hours.

HP01.1

Over the long term change how the IRS selects, trains, evaluates, rewards and
supports its employees so they can better serve customers.

HP17.3

To the maximum extent possible, expand flexiplace or telecommuting
arrangements within budgetary and regulatory constraints.

HP01.2

Define measurable technical and behavioral skills for all IRS positions.

HP17.4

Solicit more employee feedback about current family-friendly programs.

HP01.3

Offer a pre-qualification test for interested employees.

HP01.4

Create a diverse pool of qualified candidates scored against needed skills.

HP01.5

Make selections for vacancies from a pool of pre-qualified internal applicants
when vacancies occur.

HP01.6

Apply existing technical and behavioral skills for all Customer Service Representative selections.

HP01.7

Develop and apply technical and behavioral skills for managerial, nonbargaining unit, and executive selections.

HP01.8

Develop and apply technical and behavioral skills for all other bargaining unit
positions.

HP01.9

Use a pre-employment screening assessment tool, based on technical and
behavioral skills, for all external applicants.

HP01.10

Use behavioral interviews to screen external applicants for positions in IRS.

HP01.11

Use pre-employment screening and testing of skills in hiring, starting with
customer service personnel.
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• Create An Ideas Advocate
HP12.1

The IRS should, within current resources, create an Ideas Advocate who will
communicate directly with the Commissioner regarding “Ideas Advocate”
issues.
• Get The Customer Service Message Out

HP11.5

Roll out Corporate Education’s Leadership Department course entitled
“Leading Empowered Workgroups” to all managers to facilitate the movement of decision-making to the front line.

HP11.6

Roll out the “Leading Empowered Workgroups” course to all employees.

HP13.2

Use all available forms of communication including the Voice Messaging System, IRS Intranet, bulletin boards, interactive video teleconferencing, and
paper products to communicate quarterly reports on IRS performance to all
employees.

HP15.1

Before the end of the 1998 filing season, have an intensive organization-wide
special training program. This program will introduce to employees the new
approach to customer service.

HP15.2

Develop an annual IRS-wide customer service orientation for all IRS
employees.
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Listing Of Actions
Description of Action

Action #

Problem Resolution Day: 1-800-829-1040

If you have questions regarding Problem Resolution
Day please call the number above for assistance.

HP15.3

Create a customer service brochure to highlight and communicate the
customer service expectations of its employees.

HP15.4

Use the IRS Intranet to reinforce a consistent customer service message.

CM05.1

Centralize oversight and implementation authority for major communicators
initiatives.

CM05.2

Contacting The IRS

Improve national distribution of information to IRS employees.

TeleTax: 1-800-829-4477

Call for recorded tax information on over 140 tax
topics and for automated refund information.
Forms and Publications: 1-800-829-3676

Order a free copy of IRS forms and publications.
Hearing-Impaired: 1-800-829-4059

Get tax assistance through TTY/TDD equipment.
Tax Assistance: 1-800-829-1040

If you can’t answer your own questions by reading the
tax form instructions or the free tax publications, call
the IRS for assistance.
Internet:

Access the IRS home page to get federal tax forms with
instructions, publications, tax law changes, ”frequently
asked questions,” and other tax information for individuals and businesses.
World Wide Web — http://www.irs.ustreas.gov
File Transfer Protocol — ftp.irs.ustreas.gov
Telnet — iris.irs.ustreas.gov
Modem: (703) 321-8020
Federal Tax Forms CD-ROM:

Order CD with current year and prior year tax forms
with instructions and tax publications from Government
Printing Office’s Superintendent of Documents at
(202) 512-1800 or through Internet at:
http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs.
IRS Tax Fax:

From a fax machine, dial (703) 487-4160 and follow
voice prompts to get IRS tax forms with instructions
and other tax information materials faxed back to you.
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